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Puerto Rican Migrant Farmworkers in
Massachusetts and Connecticut:
A Case Study of Perceived Training and Service Needs
(September 1977)
Frank R. Llamas, B.A.
State University of New York at Buffalo
M.Ed.
,
Springfield College
Directed by: Dr. Arthur W. Eve
This work is a case study of Puerto Rican migrant farm-
workers living and working on labor camps in Massachusetts
and Connecticut in the summer of 1975. Selected Puerto
Rican migrant farmworkers were individually interviewed at
various camps concerning their demographic background, their
attitudes and preferences toward education and training,
their attitudes toward migration, their reasons for migra-
tion, their perception of migrant organizations, and their
self-perceived needs.
A total of 54 interviews were collected during a total
of 26 visits to IS different camps between May and October
of 1S75. A uniform, pre-tested, Spanish language question-
naire was presented to each subject by a trained, native
Spanish-speaking interview team and ea.ch interview lasted
for approximately one half hour.
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Based on i-he data collected, findings and recommenda-
tions are presented concerning (1) the Puerto Rican migrant
farmworker's preferences toward retraining for jobs other
than farmwork, (2) his attitudes and opinions concerning
preferences toward working and/or living on the Island of
Puerto Rico or on the United States mainland, (3) his rea-
sons for migrating to the United States mainland including
both economic and non--economic reasons, (4) his self-per-
ceived need for services, and (5) his familiarity with or-
ganizations and agencies that exist to help him.
In addition, this work includes a description of the
camps visited and a description of the difficulties encoun-
tered in attempting to interview this population. Chapter
II of this work includes a history of the migrations of
farmworkers from Puerto Rico which began when the United
Sta.tes acquired the possession of Puerto Rico, and includes
pertinent references to historical, sociological, anthropo-
logical, educational, and legal works. It also includes a
description of the evolution of advocacy groups, agencies,
and government attempts to ameliorate the conditions under
which the migrant farmworker earned his living. Some of
the struggles and confrontations involved in the attempt to
unionize the farmworkers are also described.
An addendum is included in this work which focuses on
the year 1975, when no farm labor was imported, examines the
vii
factors which led to this pivotal decision by the
growers, and postulates upon the future trends of
Rican farm labor.
tobacco
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A. Background
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
For years, the plight of the Mexican-American farmwork-
er has been well publicized. Most people have been aware of
the conditions of poverty, depression, and squalor which
have followed the migrant families from camp to camp as they
have harvested the produce of America. The Mexican-American
migrant farmworkers have their heroes and their politics
and their issues. They have bases of power to exert some
small impact upon the marketplace.
It is only recently that the public has begun to be
aware that every spring, tens of thousands of Puerto Rican
men leave their families behind and migrate to work the
fields and pick the crops in states along the eastern sea-
board of the United States.
More than seventy-five years have passed and more than
a million individual migrations 1 have occurred since the
-pf
6 A for statistics on the number of contractfarm laborers who have annually migrated to the UnitedStates mainland. According to th- : 969 and the 1975Annual Farm Labor Report of the. 1 ’to Rican Department ofLaoor. 378 , 141 Puerto Rican work, Signed c^TTtFIctI“to“inIgra.e to the mainland for work be en rhe years 1948 and
1
,5 • It is conservatively estin,
. d that this contractedlabor force represents less than half of the total Puerto
Rican migrant labor force migrating to the mainland.
S.Lmon Rosenthal states that "Island Department, of Labor
statistics indicate over 15,000 such laborers are formally
2
fj.rst expedition of Puerto Rican farmworkers left the Island
to work the sugar cane plantations of Hawaii in 1901. The
evolution, the history, and the conditions of these migra-
tions have remained largely unexamined, unreported, and un-
known to the general population.
A number of factors have contributed to the lack of at-
tention and public concern toward the population of Puerto
Rican migrant farmworkers. Some of these factors are econ-
omic in nature, some are political, and some factors are
cultural
.
The facts are that migrant farm labor has been recruited
from the Island of Puerto Rico for as long as Puerto Rico
has been a United States possession, and that the men who
have been recruited have been kept isolated, both physically
and culturally, from the surrounding communities. Those who
have filled the labor camps in mainland communities have been
contracted each year, with an additional 30,000 or more mi-
grant workers going to the mainland outside the scope of the
Department of Labor contract." Evaluation of the Migrant
Division, Puerto Rico Legal Services
,
Simon Rosenthal, De-
cember 19, 1974, in an evaluation report submitted to the
Office of Economic Opportunity by the Quincy Company, Wash-
ington D.C., on February 13, 1975.
Michael J. Piore states "About 40,000 Puerto Ricans come
to the United States annually as seasonal agricultural work-
ers. About half of these workers come under a contract ne-
gotiated by the Puerto Rican government...", Puerto Rican
Migration and Labor Market Ins t itut ions
,
Michael J . PTore
,
a working paper prepared for the Office of Research and De-
velopment of the Manpower Administration of the Department
of Labor for a conference, May 18, 1973, p.2.
men who lived m Puerto Rico and who, when they migrated,
left their poor families, and the poverty resulting from
their low wages, behind them on the Island. The fact that
mainland citizens have not seen this poverty has been a sig-
nificant factor in the lack of public concern for issues
•chat have effected the lives of Puerto Rican farmworkers.
B • Statement of the Problem
The growing interest in the problems of the Puerto Rican
migrant farmworker is largely the result of the efforts of
various advocacy groups which have developed from the work
of anti-poverty programs, from the publicity evolved from
various class action lawsuits, and from attempts to unionize
the workers. In response to this growing public visibility,
journalists and various advocacy groups have been publish-
ing articles
,
pamphlets, and monographs which attempt to
describe the Puerto Rican migrant farmworker and the condi-
tions under which the Puerto Rican migrant has lived and
worked.
Many groups and individuals involved with the cause of
the migrant farmworker have outlined recommendations or
plans of action for improving the situation of these men.
These plans have often included agendas for moving men from
farm work to other kinds of jobs. Education, training, and
retraining are advocated and argued on assumptions which
4have never been validated by the workers themselves. Few
systematic lesearch surveys of Puerto Rican migrant farm-
workers are available and the workers themselves have seldom
been demographic ally identified or assessed concerning their
own felt needs in terms of retraining for non-agricultural
work
.
Some of the assumptions made have been based upon stereo-
types and surface indications, or upon unwarranted projec-
tions of the information concerning the urbanized Puerto
Rican population. For example, unemployment has been gener-
ally offered as the sole reason for the seasonal migration
of these men. Although unemployment may be a major factor,
it may not be the only factor affecting an individual's de-
cision to seek farmwork on the mainland. To this migrating
population, which encompasses diverse socio-cultural groups
with a wide range of ages and educational levels, the main-
land may represent not only a small weekly paycheck, but an
escape mechanism which has functioned in response to a vari-
ety of social ills and individual needs , Whatever ills end
individual needs the migrant farmworker left on the Island,
it is certain that a new set of problems awaited him on the
mainland
.
To begin with, agricultural work, as practiced by the
migrant farmworker on the United States mainland, is diffi-
cult, socially undesireable
,
and low paying employment.
Despite this, the mainland farms, especially along the
eastern seaboard, have provided employment for some forty
thousand or more Puerto Rican men each year. It should be
noted that these positions are filled almost exclusively by
males. The Puerto Rican migrant farmworker on the eastern
seaboard does not travel with his family as does the Chicano
migrant farmworker in other parts of the United States.
Secondly, it is anticipated that this utilization of
Puerto Rican migrant farm labor will diminish as mechaniza-
tion and economic conditions change the nature of f arrnwork
on the eastern seaboard. As this process advances, some
forty thousand men presently employed as migrant farmwork-
ers, must become either unemployed or they must be absorbed
into the work force, either on the Island or on the main-
1 an d
.
Despite the considerable number of Puerto Rican men in-
volved in migrant farmwork, the primary focus of studies,
planning, and services for the agricultural worker has con-
centrated on the Chicano, the Mexican-American farmworker,
almost to the exclusion of the Puerto Rican migrant farm-
workers .
A review of the literature clearly indicates that very
little research on the Puerto Rican agricultural migrant is
available and that little of the information published to
date has analyzed responses from the migrant farmworkers
themselves
.
6This study has attempted to address some aspects of this
situation by directly interviewing Puerto Rican migrant farm-
workers on labor camps in Massachusetts and Connecticut in
order to derive demographic and attitudinal information
from the workers themselves. In this study, the migrants'
perceived needs were elicited and examined, as well as their
attitudes toward education, retraining, and agricultural
work. In addition, attitudes and preferences toward Island
or mainland settlement and employment were examined.
The Puerto Rican migrant is an understudied minority
among the agricultural workers on the United States main-
land, with their own particular social problems, needs, and
cultural dynamics This study has attempted to gather and
examine some information relative to that culture, those
problems, and those needs.
C . Significance of the Problem
Each year approximately 40,000 men leave their homes in
Puerto Rico to spend a considerable part of the year living
and working on the eastern coast of the continental United
States. The problems of these migrant farmworkers have been
the object of considerable plans and activities. Large sums
of government funds have been expended on programs to im-
prove their plight. Education and manpower training pro-
grams have been funded to operate on the United States main-
land to "settle out" and "economically upgrade" the Puerto
7Rican migrants. However, to date there have been few formal,
studies involving direct personal interviews with the work-
ers, and no formal studies concerning potential retraining
or employment options.
There has been speculation that changing attitudes be-
tween older and younger workers toward farm labor are having
an effect upon the recruitment and maintenance of a Puerto
Rican farmworker labor force. At one time, it was even
speculated that immigration laws should be changed to allow
2
for the importation of other sources of cheap labor. If
it is true that changing attitudes and other social phenom-
ena have been affecting the Puerto Rican farmworker labor
force, both on the mainland and on the Island, and that edu-
cation and training is required to prepare this large labor
force for other types of employment
,
then a study of the
Puerto Rican farmworker population, can be an important .con-
tribution to help identify the types of training which the
farmworkers want and need. If meaningful training and/or
retraining programs are to evolve, information on the popu-
lation of Puerto Rican migrant farmworkers is necessary.
There has been some minimal research done within main-
land cities which has attempted to identify the relationships
between the urban Puerto Rican and the farmworkers who live
2
Piore, I bid.
,
p.4.
8on the camps, but there has been no study which directly in-
volved a significant number of farmworkers in terms of em-
ployment and education. Without such information, sensible
governmental labor policies cannot be developed or implemen-
ted.
It has been difficult to design direct and valid studies
to obtain information concerning the Puerto Rican migrant
farmworker. This has been partially due to cultural and so-
cial considerations. For instance, contacts -with farmwork-
ers attempted on the Island have been difficult because farm-
workers, especially younger men, often refuse to acknowledge
the fact that they have done farmwork on the mainland because
of the low social status of the work. When such contacts
have been attempted on the mainland, there are physical prob-
lems associated with meeting the farmworkers after a long
work day in labor camps which are extremely isolated. Ac-
cess to these camps is often difficult and rigidly controlled
by the grower or farmer. Interviewers have met with distrust
and suspicion by both the grower, who often refuses access
to the camps, and by the worker who may be fearful of erod-
ing his tenuous position in the camps by talking to sti ang-
ers .
The methods evolved and the problems associated with
gathering data for this study will serve to provide both
background and information for any future, more intensive
9
and extensive studies of the problems associated with the
population of Puerto Rican migrant farmworkers.
D- Goals of the Studv
The goal o^ this study was to interview selected Puerto
Rican migrant farmworkers who were present in Massachusetts
and Connecticut during the 1975 growing season in order to
obtain information regarding the following issues:
1. their preferences toward retraining for jobs
other than farmwork
,
2. their attitudes and opinions concerning preferences
toward working and/or living on the Island of Puer-
to Rico or on the United States mainland,
3. their reasons for migrating to the United States
mainland, including both economic and non-economic
reasons
,
4. the^r self-perceived need for services, and
5. their familiarity with organizations and agencies
that exist to assist them.
2 • Assumptions of the Study
1. It was assumed that the questionnaire and data
gathering tecnniques used in this study provided
information in an accurate and forthright manner.
^ was assumed that the questionnaire was responded
to candidly and honestly.
3. It was assumed that, because of the study processes
used, there was no language-based distortion of the
questionnaire or the responses.
F • Limitations of the Study
10
1. This study was limited to Puerto Rican migrant farm-
workers employed in Massachusetts and Connecticut
during the 1975 growing season.
2. This study was limited to those workers who were
present when the interviewers visited the carnps.
3. This study was limited to those workers who would
respond to the interview instrument.
4. This study was limited to those camps in which the
grower did not forcefully evict the interview team
in order to prevent interviews with the workers.
5. This study was limited by the fact that the growing
season during which the interviews were conducted,
1975, was atypical in that the largest employer of
migrant labor in Massachusetts and Connecticut, the
Shade Tobacco Growers Agricultural Association,
failed to reach an agreement with the Puerto Rican
Department of Labor, and therefore did not import
their labor, thus severely limiting access of this
study to contract workers
.
G. Definition of Terms
A T A
.
- (Asociacion de Trabaj adores Agricolas de Puerto
Rico) - A Puerto Rican farmworkers union founded in Connec-
ticut in August 1973.
Barrio - a neighborhood - a sub-section of a city or
town; on the mainland - a section of a city or town where
the Spanish-speaking population lives.
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(Comite de Apoyo al Migrante Puertorriqueno
)
a coaxition of people, mostly labor and religious leaders,
who organized
,
in Puerto Rico in 1969, to plan for the or-
ganization of a Puerto Rican farmworkers union.
Chicano - A Mexican-American
.
Contract Worker - A farmworker recruited by, and regis-
tered with, the Department of Labor in Puerto Rico and pro-
tected by the contract negotiated by the Puerto Rican De-
partment of Labor.
F . C . N . J
.
- (Farmworkers Council of New Jersey) - a pri-
vate, non-profit corporation established to represent farm-
workers in New Jersey; founded in 1972.
M
.
E . T . A - (Ministerio Ecumenico de Trabaj adores Agri-
colas) - an organization founded in Puerto Rico in 1972 by
a 'group of church leaders to begin the process of organiz-
ing Puerto Rican farmworkers.
N E . F . W . C
.
- (New England Farmworkers Council, Inc.) -
a private, non profit corporation established to represent
farmworkers in Massachusetts and Connecticut; founded in
1971.
Parcel a. - A small plot of land of about 300 square me-
ters given, by the Puerto Rican government, to families, in
perpetuity, to build a home and to maintain a garden or
small farm.
12
Publ ico — An independent driver of a car for hire, simi-
lar to a taxi driver. Driving a public car, for hire, in
Puerto Rico is viewed as a private, independent business.
Puerto Rican Migrant Farmworkers - Puerto Rican agricul-
tural workers whose primary residence is Puerto Rico, and
who leave the Island of Puerto Rico to perform agricultural
work on the mainland of the United States on a seasonal
basis
.
Shade Tobacco Growers Agricultural Association - An
association located in Windsor, Connecticut, organized in
1942 by the 16 largest tobacco growers in the Connecticut
Valley, which oversees much of the recruitment and deploy-
ment of seasonal, unskilled farm labor in Connecticut and
Massachusetts
.
H . Organization of the Study
Chapter I of this study has consisted of the statement
of the problem addressed in this study, the goals of the
study, the assumptions and limitations of the study, the
definition of terms used within the study, and a description
of the organization of this study. Chapter II will present
an overview of the background history of the Puerto Rican
migrant farmworker which includes the early farmworker mi-
gration from Puerto Rico, government intervention, the de-
velopment of farmworker advocacy groups, and the development
13
of a farmworkers union. Chapter II will also present a re-
view of studies and documents closely related to the present
study. Chapter III presents the procedures used to design
the interview instrument, the data collection procedures, a
description of the migrant camps visited during the study,
and the procedures used for processing and analyzing the da-
ta. Chapter IV is a presentation and analysis of the data.
Chapter V includes a summary of this study as well as find-
ings and conclusions based upon the objectives of the study,
and the recommendations of the study.
CHAPTER II
A HISTORICAL OVERVIEW AND SOURCES
A. Introduct ion
This study concerned the circumstances and the self-
perceived needs of Puerto Rican migrant farmworkers in Mass-
achusetts and Connecticut. In order to gain any understand-
ing of the particular situation of the Puerto Rican migrant-
farmworker, a wide variety of works and disciplines were
culled to extract information about the Puerto Rican popula-
tion, the agricultural industry which employs members of
this population, and the forces and mechanisms which bring
the men from the barrios and countryside of Puerto Rico to
the fields of the United States mainland.
Most of the relevant research, studies, and literature
that was available as background information on the Puerto
Rican population for this study concerned Puerto Ricans on
the Island, Puerto Ricans in New York City, or Puerto Ricans
in transit between these two locations.
Some literature was available which described the Puerto
Rican population as it spread out to settle on the mainland,
and some literature described the return of this population
from the mainland to the Island, but little of the litera-
ture described or related to the Puerto Rican migrant who is
hired seasonally to do farmwork on the mainland and then re-
turns to the Island which he considers bis permanent hone.
15
Relevant research concerning the migrant agricultural
labor iorce was predominantly and overwhelmingly focused up-
on the Chicano
,
i.e. the Mexican-American farmworker, who
follows the crops with his entire family. Few references
were found to the Puerto Rican migrant farmworker who does
not travel with his family and who is specifically contrac-
ted to work for a limited time in a particular region.
In addition, because of the peculiar legal status of
Puerto Rico and her citizens, and because the labor contract
between the workers and the growers had been negotiated by
the government of Puerto Rico through its Department of La-
bor, many government surveys and studies which might have
had relevance to this study were unavailable, unobtainable,
or so politically eviscerated as to be almost useless. De-
spite this, an examination of pertinent lav/s of the Common-
wealth of Puerto Rico was necessary, as well as an examina-
tion of relevant Senate proceedings, legal briefs, court
depositions and Federal rulings involving a number of states
federal agencies and the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico.
Finally, as the Puerto Rican population began to emerge
on the mainland, outside of New York City, local and area
newspaper reports described aspects of the Puerto Rican sit-
uation and the community reactions to that situation. Some
of tnese reports provided extremely valuable insight on the
impact of a Puerto Rican community in various areas.
16
B. Historical Overview
Til® Early Farmworker Migratinns
Puerto Rican agricultural workers have left the
Island of Puerto Rico to work crops in other lands almost as
long as Puerto Rico has been governed by the United States.
An expedition of more than a thousand sugar cane workers was
sent to the territory of Hawaii in 1901 and this migration
of farm labor has continued, in varying degrees and to var-
ious places, until the present. 3 More than 50,000 men, in
some years, have left the Island to work crops on the United
States mainland and then return to the Island. More than
75 years have passed and more than a million migrations 4
have taken place since that first expedition left Puerto
Rico for Hawaii.
Much oi the early history of the movement of migrant
Puerto Rican farmworkers is unrecorded. The research of
Luis Nieves Falcon 0 reports on the miseries of the Hawaiian
T^nnual Farm Labo r Report
,
Bureau of Employment Security,
Department of Labor, Commonwealth of Puerto Rico (1969), p.l
4
Rico Annual Farm Labor Reports (1969-1975). records
378,141 contract workers for the years 1948-1973. (See Ap-pendix A.) Authorities estimate that at least 2 non-con-
tract farmworker migrants go to the mainland for every
contract worker who ma.kes the journey.
5
T . _ ,
—iUis Nieves lalcon, Maleta'nd Go: Puerto Ri can Seasonal
Migration
,
(unpublished manuscript made available to the
author by an associate), Section 2, "Puerto Rican Migra-
tion: An Overview," pp . 2-10,
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expedition; the presence of Puerto Rican farmworkers, pre-
sumably remnants of the Hawaiian expedition, in California
m 1913; 6 and on various other expeditions to Cuba, Mexico,
the Dominican Republic and the Virgin Islands as well as
another Hawaiian expedition in 1921 which included the em-
migration of ontire fa.mil.i 0 s.
2
. vent ion in the Migration nf
Farmworkers
The government officially began its involvement with
the movements of migrants in 1919 when the Puerto Rican De-
partment of Agriculture and Labor was authorized to approve
working conditions for migrants on the mainland. In the
middle twenties, the policy of the Insular Bureau of Labor
was to actively facilitate and stimulate migration. Repre-
sentatives of the Insular Bureau of Labor visited Hawaii and
locations in the western United States seeking work con-
tracts for a Puerto Rican migrant farm labor force. One re-
sult 01 these government arrangements to export excess labor
was the Arizona Expedition of 1926.
In the Autumn of 1926, arrangements were
made to transport some 1,500 Puerto Rican
cor ton pickers to Arizona, under an agree-
ment between the Arizona Pima Cotton Grow-
ers Association and the Insular Bureau of
6 „
'
Carey McWilliams, Factories in the Fie ld: the Story of Mi-
Eabor in Californi a. Hamden, Conn: AnchorBooks, 1969 (1942). ——
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Labor. The first parties consisted ofiamilies, and were accompanied by repre-
sentatives of both the employees' asso-
ciation and the Insular Government.
^
ery P^GCciu.'t ion was 'taken to carry outtoe arrangement smoothly. Neverthelessthe results were so unsatisfactory "that
’
the sailing of the last three shiploads
arranged for was cancelled and the exper-iment seems to have been a failure. 7
The original enacting legislation of 1919 was amended
m 1939 to transfer the administrative functions involving
migrant farmworkers from the Insular Bureau to the Puerto
Rican Department of Labor. During World War II, the United
States Manpower Commission, which directed the distribution
of the labor force of the United States, was informed by the
Governor of Puerto Rico, Doctor Rexford G. Tugwell, that, in
-943, there were 250,000 employable persons in Puerto Rico
without work and that unemployment was increasing day by
day. The tapping of this Puerto Rican population as an
interstate source of labor was facilitated by the activities
of the United States Manpower Commission and was augmented
by the post-war implementation of inexpensive and abundant
commercial air transportation between the Island and the
mainland United States.
With the increase of the interstate movement of mi-
grant farm laborers, there was an attendant rise in abuses
Victor S. Clark, ed.
,
Puerto Rico and its Problems Wash-ington D.C.: The Brookings Institution: 1930, p7~5iS.
8
.
Annual Farm Labor Report
:
_I969 . Op . Cit
.
,
p. ].
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of these laborers. Employment was funnelled through abusive
private "employment agencies" which received payment from
both the employer and the employees who were brought togeth-
er. As a result of some of these abuses, Puerto Rican Public
Law #25 was enacted in 1947. Public Law #25 required that
all Puerto Rican citizens who were travelling to the main-
land, whether to settle there or to work temporarily, must
receive an orientation on the conditions to be expected when
they arrived.
An investigation into abuses of Puerto Rican migrants
was ordered by Governor Jesus T. Pinero in 1947. Some of the
recommendations of this investigation included a reorganiza-
tion of the Office of Employment and the establishment of
offices in New York City and other areas with potentially
heavy Puerto Rican populations. A similar study with simi-
lar recommendations was conducted simultaneously by Columbia
University. Some of these recommendations were incorporated
into Act 89 which was enacted in May of 1947. Under Act 89,
guidelines were established for the selecting and contract-
ing of workers. Contracts between growers and the Puerto
Rican government were negotiated and performance bonds were
required of the employers. In Puerto Rico it was no longer
legal to collect job-finding fees from the migrant who was
hired.
Despite the studies and legislation, abuses of the
migrant labor force continued.
In 1948, a mainland recruiter took over
200 workers to Detroit to work on the lo-
cal harvest. He charged them for finding
them jobs, flew them to Detroit, and aban-
doned them at the airport. The jobs were
nonexistent
. The workers were unprepared
for the cold weather, they had no money
and most could not speak a word of English.
The news hit the press and became an is-
sue. The Legislature of Puerto Rico acted,
and through a special appropriation brought
the men back to the Island. This took care
of the immediate situation, but not the
long term problem of unconscionable re-
cruiters who were having a heyday on the
Island. .The Legislature then passed a law
making it a criminal offense to recruit
workers in the Commonwealth unless it ’was
done under rules and regulations established
by the Secretary of Labor.
9
To enforce the provisions of Act 89, the Bureau of
Employment and Migration and the Office of Puerto Rico in
New York (the Migration Division of the Department of Labor
of Puerto Rico) were established in 1948, Also, in 1948,
4,906 contract workers, the first group to be covered by a
master agreement with employers, migra.ted to the mainl and. ^
This linkage between the work forces of Puerto Rico
and the United States mainland was formalized in early 1949
when an agreement between the United States Department of
Labor, Bureau of Employment Security and the Department of
9
Manuel A. Bustelo, "Migrant Workers—the Last Harvest,”
The San Juan Star
,
October 5, 1975.
10
Annual Farm Labor Pieport : 1969
,
op . cn ,
,
p . 3
.
Labor of Puerto Rico recognized the work force of Puerto Ri-
co (United States citizens since 1917) as part of the United
States domestic labor force. This meant that, as domestic
labor, Puerto Rican farm workers were given preference over
foreign laborers for available work. It also meant that em-
ployment channels were opened through which local Employment
Service Offices in various states could request Puerto Rican
farm labor directly.
It has been argued that, by the use of foreign labor-
in a competitive labor market:
A self-reinforcing cycle is ... created : for-
eign workers tend to depress wages; depressed
wages discourage domestic workers from taking
the jobs; and inability to recruit domestic
workers is used to justify the use of foreign
workers. The result is the continuation and
expansion of foreign workers despite an over-
supply of domestic workers.
H
The Puerto Rican agricultural workers, although not foreign-
ers, were used in precisely this manner with the additional
factor that, by being technically classified as "domestic
labor" Puerto Ricans were favored over other non-English
speaking groups and had the resources of the United States
Department of Labor to facilitate employer contracts and
recruitment for growers on the mainland.
11Special Review Staff, Manpower Administration of the U.S.
Department of Labor, Review of the Rura l Manpower Service
(Washington: Department of Labor, i972), p. 37.
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Although the Migration Division may have been estab-
lished to correct the more flagrant abuses of migrant work-
ers, it was soon subsumed into larger agendas of the Puerto
Rican government. The Migration Division began to function
as a conduit facilitating the flow of an excess and prolif-
ic labor population in order to relieve social and economic
pressures
.
The obvious, though unofficial, line of action adop-
ted by the Puerto Rican government and its agencies at this
time closely followed the conclusions described by Harvey S.
Perloff in his work Puerto Rico’s Economic Future: A study
in_Planne d J)ei^pment
,
12
A premise of this important work
is that any economic advances to be made within the Island's
economy would be more than negated by the rate of population
increases, especially among the poorest segment of the pop-
ulation. It is precisely this segment of the population
which has the least to offer a technological society, which
costs the most to maintain, and which holds the greatest po-
tential for disruption of the society. Perloff suggested,
and the Puerto Rican government implemented, a two-pronged
appioach: birth control and extensive migration. The suc-
cess of these attempts may be judged by the fact that approx-
imately one-third of the women of childbearing age in Puerto
]-2,r
~~
^iarvey S. Perloff, Puerto Rico's Economic Future: A Study
ill Planned Development
,
Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1950.
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Rico have now been sterilized and approximately one-third of
the population of Puerto Rican people now do not live on the
Island of Puerto Rico.
While the government officially adopted the position
expressed in the Statement of Purpose of Law #25, that "the
Government of Puerto Rico neither stimulates nor discourages
the migration of Puerto Rican laborers to the United
States...", nevertheless, the figures on the net outflow of
population are revealing. Over 20 years ago, Clarence
Senior described the situation as follows:
Only since World War II has net out-
migration helped significantly to reduce
population pressures. About 4,000 persons
per year were lost through migration be-
tween 1908, when dependable figures first
became available, and 1945. The annual
net outflow since has been as follows:
1945, 13,573; 1946, 39,911; 1947, 24,55];
1948, 32,775; 1949, 25,698; 1950, 34,703;
1951, 52,900.13
When this article was written in 1953, the Puerto
Rican urban migration, primarily to New York City, was the
major concern. Yet the seasonal migration of farmworkers
had emerged as a discreet phenomenon with its own problems
and its own continuing abuses.
The numbers involved in the farmworkers
stream are increasing. Those protected
by the work agreement numbered 3,000 in
1947 and had risen to 12,500 in 1952.
Clarence Senior, "Migration and Puerto Rico's Population
Problem", The Annals
,
Vol. 285 (January 1953), p. 13.1.
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Several thousand others established sat-isfactory relations with their employersduring their first season or two, and
now come each summer on their own. One
obstacle to the program is the privatelabor contractor who wants to help some
employers to secure workers without pay-ing prevailing wages or assuming the
responsibilities required by the agree-
ment
. Last season eight such agents
were jailed for illegal recruiting on
the Island. 14
Despite the continuing abuses and exploitation of
the system for the recruitment of Puerto Rican farm labor,
no further significant legislation was enacted until June
of 1962 with the passage of Act #87:
The Secretary of Labor of Puerto Rico, by
authority granted under Act No. 87 of June
1962, establishes the minimum requirements
that must be met by mainland employers be-
fore an order extended to Puerto Rico can
be accepted. The employer is required to
sign a contract with the workers guarantee-
ing a minimum term of employment; payment
of not less than the minimum wages ap-
proved by the Department of Labor of Puer-
to Rico, or the prevailing wages in the
work area, whichever are higher; a minimum
of 160 hours of work every four weeks;
workmen's compensation coverage; adequate
housing and, a minimum charge for meals,
when provided. The employer is required
to arrange for, and procure transportation
for the workers from Puerto Rico to the
work location, and to absorb the cost of
this transportation and return transporta-
tion to Puerto Rico if the worker completes
his contract
. The contract provides also
for air-flight and non-occupat ional in-
surance coverage. The employer is required
to post a performance bond with the
14
Ibid.
,
p. 132.
25
Secretary of Labor as guarantee to the con-tract, in an amount which varies according
to the number of workers contracted andthe area where the workers are to be em-
ployed. 1!:)
3 • The_J?_evelopment of Puerto Rican Farmworker
Advocacy Group s
In 1964, under President Johnson's plan for a "Great
Society", Congress established the Office of Economic Oppor-
tunity in the executive branch of the federal government.
Title III-B of the Economic Opportunity Act provided for
funding of programs for migrant and seasonal workers. These
programs were to be used to assist migrants, and the fact
that migrants moved from state to state dictated that the
programs be designed to serve areas and times of need, rath-
er than be limited to state geographies and state bureau-
cracies
.
Within the next few years, programs for Mexican-Am-
erican farmworkers and black farmworkers emerged in areas
where strong advocacy groups already existed. Although
federal money came to states containing large numbers of
Puerto Rican migrant farmworkers, no strong, interstate
Puerto Rican farmworker advocacy groups came forward with
the sophistication to apply for, to receive, and to admin-
ister such funds. Consequently, these funds were initially
^
^
Puerto Rico Annual Farm Labor Report : 1969
,
Cp . Cit
.
,
p . 3
.
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administered by various, existing state agencies.
For example, in 1965, the New Jersey Office of Econ-
omic Opportunity, a state agency, received more than $464,000
to provide services to migrants in the areas of early child-
hood education and planned recreational activity for migrant
youth. The Puerto Rican migrants, unlike the Chicano mi-
grants, do not travel with their families. The fact that
there were no Puerto Rican migrant farmworker children or
youth may have led this agency to switch their program em-
phasis to Adult Basic Education and to Medical Services in
1966, when they received nearly $900,000 for these services.
Simultaneously, in 1966, a private, non-profit agency, the
Southwest Citizens Organization for Poverty Elimination
(S.C.O.P.E. ) was funded to provide day-care services for mi-
grant children at the $85,000 level. In 1967, the state
agency was defunded by O.E.O. and S.C.O.P.E. 's funding was
reduced to $17,000,
The situation which emerged in Massachusetts during
this time was similar to that of New Jersey. In 1966, the
Commonwealth Service Corps in Massachusetts, under the State
Department of Community Affairs was funded by O.E.O. for
$152,000, to provide education for migrants in Western Mass-
achusetts, where migrants worked the tobacco crop, and in
the Cape Cod area, where migrants worked the cranberry bogs
and nurseries. This agency did work with migrant farmwork-
ers on the camps where the migrants lived, too aggressively
27
some would say. In the course of fulfilling their mandate
to piovxde education classes in language, health, and citi-
zenship training, some members of the agency became associ-
ated with attempts to organize the workers in Southwick,
Massachusetts. Access to the camps became a major issue and
demonstrations resulted with the subsequent involvement of
local police, state police, university students, and agri-
business interests. In fact, because one of the large to-
bacco growers was a subsidiary of a multi-national corpora-
tion based in the Netherlands, international and diplomatic
pressures were brought to bear in the course of this early
confrontation. This issue of access to the camps was to
emerge repeatedly over the years, and was not formalized
until
:
On August 10, 1971, the Department of
Public Health approved 'Regulations on
the Rights of Visitation for Migrant
Workers' under authority of Massachu-
setts General Laws, Chapter III, Section
128H. These regulations recognize the
workers' right to unhindered visita-
tions after working hours, or beginning
at 6 P.M. and ending no later than
10: 30 P.M. 16
As a result of heavy political pressures upon the
state government, both local and national pressures, the
James A. Nash, Migrant Farmworkers in Massachusetts: A Re-
port with Recommendations
,
The Strategy and Action Commis-
sion of' the Massachusetts Council of Churches; 1974, p. 46
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O.E.O. funds for migrant workers were moved, in 1967, from
the Commonwealth Service Corps to the Migrant Education Pro-
ject. Concurrently, the term "migrant" was redefined, by
state bureaucrats to include "in-city migrants", emphasis
was shifted from migrant farmworkers to urban Puerto Ricans,
and the target sites of the agency shifted from the camps to
the cities of New Bedford and Lowell. A large "administra-
tive overhead" came out of these O.E.O. migrant farmworker
funds and remained in the Department of Community Affairs
while the remainder of the grant money was parcelled out to
the two cities, leaving no support for the migrant farmwork-
er in Western Massachusetts or on Cape Cod despite the fact
that these funds were dispursed to the state specifically to
serve the farmworker population.
In order to correct this misappropriation of federal
funds
In May of 1971 the O.E.O. Migrant Div-
ision asked several interested staff mem-bers of the Department of Community Af-fairs to begin the process of spinning
off a migrant program which would not
only include the Massachusetts counties
in the Connecticut Valley, but also the
southern extension of the same valley
in the State of Connecticut . d
7
The author of this study was the Regional Coordinator for
AlL_gvgj-_uatlon of the New England Farmworkers Council, Inc
Id
,
Massachusett
s
. Submitted to the Office of Econ-
omic Opportunity, Migrant Division, Development Associates
Inc., Washington D.C., July 1972.
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Western Massachusetts hired to create such an agency to
serve the migrant farmworkers. That agency was created and
incorporated m June of 1971 as the New England Farmworkers
Council, Inc.
m similar movement to more properly apply federal
migrant funds was occurring simultaneously in New Jersey.
O.E.O. Migration Division funds went first to a state agen-
cy, the New Jersey O.E.O.
,
shifted to S.C.O.P.E., a communi-
ty based anti-poverty agency which did not directly address
the needs of the farmworker, to the Farmworker's Corporation
of New Jersey, an organization similar to NEFWC
,
designed to
work with and serve the needs of Puerto Rican migrant farm-
workers.
One new and, ultimately very important, component cf
both these new agencies was the delegation of funds to legal
service corporat ions to provide legal service for migrant
farmworkers and for migrant farmworker causes. NEFWC became
associated with Hartford Legal Services and FCNJ became as-
sociated with Camden Regional Legal Services. This liaison
between advocacy-service agencies and legal expertise had
considerable impact upon the situation of the farmworker by
helping to focus farmworker issues in the courts, where
changes could be mandated, issues could be mediated, and
public awareness could be augmented.
Although agencies to aid the Puerto Rican migrant
farmworker were functioning, to various extents, on the
30
mainland in the late sixties and early seventies, no compar-
able anti-poverty advocacy agencies were funded on the Is-
land of Puerto Rico itself despite attempts by the O.E.O. to
establish such agencies. The Puerto Rican Government fought
against the establishment of such agencies on the Island,
and, in fact, allied itself with agribusiness interests on
the mainland in attempts to defund those agencies func-
tioning on the mainland. 18 It was not until 1973 that O.E.O.
finally managed to fund a legal service agency, Puerto Ri-
can Legal Services, Inc., on the Island.
4
. The Development of a Puerto Rican Farmworkers Union
In 1969, the Industrial Mission of Puerto Rico, an
organization of labor union people (principally from the
Amalgamated Meat Cutters Union), "concerned about the plight
and powerlessness of migrants, brought union and religious
leaders together to create C.A.M.P. (Comite de Apoyo al Mi-
grante Puertorriqueno ) , a coalition with a plan to organize
migrants on the Island and to inform public opinion. Organ-
izers were sent into island villages and some mainland
19
camps." The coordinator of the project, Juan Reyes Soto,
visited New Jersey, Connecticut, and Massachusetts to assess
187
Correspondence to Peter Mirales, Director of the Migrant
Division of 0E0, from Julia Rivera de Vincenti, Secretary
of Labor for the Government of Puerto Rico.
19 ..
,Nash, Op , Cit
.
. p. 64.
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the farmworker situation and to formalize a plan to begin
the organization of the farmworkers.
As a result of the background assessments and con-
tacts developed by C.A.M.P.
,
in 1972, a religiously grounded
group, the Minister io Ecumenico de Trabaj adores Agricolas,
(M.E.i.A.), was created. Church and foundation funding pro-
vided this relatively militant group with a year-round exis-
tance to advocate for migrant farmworkers as well as with a
physical base on the Island, where the workers lived when
not migrating to the mainland and where the strongest oppo-
sition to migrant farmworker advocacy existed. With the for-
mation of M.E.T.A., C.A.M.P. was dissolved since many of the
same people were the active agents in both groups.
One of the principle objectives of M.E.T.A. was the
organization of migrant farmworkers on the mainland into a
viable labor union. In pursuing this objective, much of the
groundwork was laid for the creation of Asociacion de Traba-
jadores Agricolas de Puerto Rico (A.T.A.), a farmworkers'
union which came into being in August of 1973. M.E.T.A.
helped to identify farmworker leadership and supported those
leaders in their attempts to rm a union.
A significant confrontation between M.E.T.A. organ-
izers and the Shade Tobacco Growers Association during the
1973 growing season resulted in legal actions, public in-
volvement, and the formal creation of A.T.A. In April 1973,
about 30 workers, along with M.E.T.A. representatives staged
32
a demonstration at Camp Windsor in Connecticut over the
quality of meals provided for the workers. Consequently,
during May and June, M.E.T.A. workers were allowed only ex-
tremely limited access to the camps. The Association also
limited M.E.T.A. workers by defining and delimiting how many
men they might gather together, where they might meet, when
they might meet, and what might be discussed. For example,
Sister Betsy, a nun associated with M.E.T.A., was allowed to
conduct English classes as long as the classes did not ex-
ceed 25 men and as long as there was no discussion of "labor
20
matters or distribution of M.E.T.A. materials."
On July 18, 1973, two M.E.T.A. members, the Reverend
Wilfredo Velez and Juan Irizzary, defied the Shade Tobacco
Grower Association's visiting regulations, arrived at the
camp at an unauthorized time, refused to be evicted, and
were arrested by local police. The next day, a newsman at-
tempting to cover this story was barred from the camp. Fol-
lowing this, a large demonstration took place during which
the Mayor of Hartford, Connecticut, and a number of newsmen
were initially denied access to the camp. A counter-demon-
stration occurred, allegedly orchestrated by the Shade To-
bacco Grower's Association, and insults, rnilk cartons, and
water were thrown at the demonstrators. It was alleged that
Velez v. Amenta, Civil Action #117, United States District
Court, District of Connecticut, Memorandum of Decision,
1974, p. 6.
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the men who took part in this counter-demonstration were
promised three free movies a week for taking part in the
confrontation. On July 26, Irizzary
,
Velez, and others
filed a suit against the Shade Tobacco Growers Association,
were denied a temporary restraining order, and the matter
was assigned to the United States District Court for a hear-
ing on August 7, 1973.
On August 5, the Asociacion de Trabaj adores Agrico-
las de Puerto Rico (A.T.A.) was officially created by some
one hundred migrants outside Camp Windsor despite the climate
of violence and fear engendered by the demonstrations. Juan
Irizzary was elected the interim president of A.T.A. On
August 7, the United States District Court met with the op-
posing lawyers and worked out a temporary truce in which
M.E.T.A. and A.T.A. workers gained access to the camp under
court-defined limitations. It was later alleged that the
provisions of this truce were ignored by the growers but
this case concerning access to Camp Windsor was ultimately
decided in favor of M.E.T.A. and A.T.A. The court conclud-
ed that M.E.T.A. and A.T.A. representatives had a federal
constitutional right to visit the camp. The court ordered
21
unfettered access at all reasons 1 times.
While pursuing these matt.rs in the courts, A.T.A.
was, simultaneously, attempting to gain recognition as the
2T~7:
• • •Ibid.
,
p. i-n.
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bargaining agent of the farmworkers.
On August 23, a delegation from A.T.A.
travelled to Puerto Rico to demand before
officials of that government the recogni-
tion of the exclusive right of A.T.A. to
negotiate the terms and conditions of em-
ployment with defendant Shade Tobacco.
On September 5, A.T.A. presented a for-
mal demand to defendant Shade Tobacco
that A.T.A. be recognized as the exclu-
sive bargaining agent for Puerto Rican
farmworkers employed by the defendant
association . 22
These demands were ignored by the Puerto Rican Gov-
ernment and by the Shade Tobacco Growers Association and, as
a result, on December 18, 1973, A.T.A. filed a law suit
against the Governor of Puerto Rico, the Secretary of Labor
of Puerto Rico, and the Director of the Migration Division
challenging the right of the Puerto Rican government to bar-
gain collectively for the farmworkers and challenging the
constitutionality of Puerto Rican Law #87. In addition,
A.T.A. petitioned the Labor Relations Board for recognition
as the sole bargaining agent for the farmworkers migrating
from Puerto Rico. This legal action has been referred to the
Supreme Court of Puerto Rico and, at this time, neither of
these cases have been resolved.
By the end of 1973, A.T.A. had gathered more than
1500 members in Massachusetts, Connecticut, and New Jersey,
22
Velez v. Amenta
,
Civil Action H-117, United States District
Court, District of Connecticut, Plaintiffs' Trial Brief,
1973, p. 10.
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had received the official endorsement of the United Labor
Movement of Puerto Rico, the United Farmworker's Union with
Cesar Chavez, and several member unions of the A . F . L . -C . I . 0
.
After extensive negotiations in 1975, A.T.A. merged with
Cesar Chavez and the United Farmworkers Organizing Commit-
tee of the A.F.L.- C. 1 .0. Juan Irizzary, former president
of A.T.A.
,
became the Northeast Regional Coordinator of the
United Farmworkers Union for union organizing of farmwork-
ers along the east coast
.
The impact of labor organizing efforts in conjunc-
tion with legal efforts initiated when NEFWC and the Farm-
worker's Corporation of New Jersey first delegated funds for
legal services has totally changed the patterns of east
coast employment of Puerto Rican migrant farmworkers. These
changes were accelerated when, after much effort, the Mi-
grant Division of the O.E.O., in August of 1973, funded
Puerto Rican Legal Services, Inc. on the Island. Thereafter,
legal services could be coordinated and
With the lawsuits, the growers' legal ex-
penses rose in some cases to hundreds of
thousands of dollars. They found them-
selves involved as defendants in Massa-
chusetts, Pennsylvania, New York, and
New Jersey. Because they had also sub-
mitted to the jurisdiction of our local
courts, (on the Island of Puerto Rico)
they had to retain local counsel to de-
fend cases filed against them by local
legal service organizations . 23
23
Bustelo, Op. Cit.
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As a result, of all this litigation, organization,
and attendant publicity, the government of Puerto Rico, in
attempting to negotiate a contract for the 1975 growing sea-
son, assumed a stronger position for the farmworker than it
had in the past. However, because of the severe economic
conditions on the mainland, the growers decided to reject
the Puerto Rican government's stronger demands and to rely
on local labor. No contract was signed in 1975.
Naturally, the executive directors of grow-
ers associations began to feel the pres-
sure from their boards of directors to look
for an alternate source cf labor. They had
tried for certification of foreign workers
in the past and had not obtained it, and
they had to comply with the requirements of
the Wagner-Peyser Act; unless, of course,
they could obtain a ruling that the con-
tract program effectively removed Puerto
Rico from the provisions of the Wagner-
Peyser Act. 24
This ruling was obtained in the case of Galan v.
25Dunlop, a case against the United States Secretary of La-
bor involving the attempt to hire Jamaican pickers to har-
vest the apple crop in Vermont. In effect, this ruling-
states that, if a grower can not come to contract terms with
the Puerto Rican government contract negotiators, those
24
Bustelo
,
Op. Cit.
Oc:
Galan v. Dunlop
,
Civil Action No. 75-1454, United States
District Court, District of Columbia, Findings of Fact
and Conclusions of Law, 1975.
3workers represented by the Puerto Rican government are
effectively not available as domestic labor and, therefore
foreign, i.e. cheaper, labor may be hired.
Thus, laws such as Puerto Rican Law #87, initia-
ted to improve the position of the Puerto Rican migrant
farmworker, were eventually used to control the Puerto Ri-
can migrant farmworker, and finally used to exclude the
Puerto Rican migrant farmworker.
C. Studies and Documents Related to the Puerto Rica n
Migrant Farmworker
There are no published, comprehensive studies of the
Puerto Rican migrant farmworker, Extensive unpublished da
ta is available on the contracted farmworker within the
Puerto Rican Department of Labor, but this population is
less than half of those who migrate to the mainland to do
farmwork. There has been no published extensive analysis
of this Department of Labor data to date.
Despite an extensive literature concerning the popula-
tion of Puerto Ricans on the mainland, little or no liter-
ature on the farmworker exists. Generally, the classic
studies of Puerto Ricans on the mainland contain only an
occasional reference to the farmworker and little or no
significant data.
Periodically, there have been flare-ups of journalis-
tic interest in the farmworker with attendant public
38
conferences, senate investigations, and topical examina-
tions of the local Puerto Rican farmworker and his prob-
lems. This sporadic interest generally resulted in a re-
port, some recommendations, and a waning of interest.
During the fifties a number of small studies involving
Puerto Rican migrants on the eastern seaboard began to
emerge. At this time, the majority of Puerto Rican migrant
farmworkers were concentrated in New Jersey and New England.
In 1958, Daniel Donchian made a study of Puerto Rican farm-
workers in the New Haven area. This was the first pub-
lished study of the Puerto Rican migrant farmworker in New
England, although this annual migration had been occurring
since the middle forties.
The Department of Public Health of the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts conducted health programs for the Puerto
Rican migrant farmworkers through the mid and late sixties.
Two of their reports, in particular, and all of their fund-
ing proposals submitted to the Department of Health, Educa-
tion and Welfare contain basic information concerning the
migrant farmworkers in Massachusetts. "A Survey of 317
27Migrant Workers on 30 Farms" and "A Survey of Puerto
2 g
*
Daniel Donchian, "A Study of Migratory Puerto Rican Agri-
cultural Workers on Farms and Nurseries in the New Haven
Area," New Haven, Connecticut, Human Relations Council
of Greater New Haven, 1958 (mimeographed).
27
"A Survey of 317 Migrant Workers on Thirty Farms," in
Massachusetts Migrant Health Project, Annua] Progress
Report
,
1965.
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Rican Migrant Farmworkers in Western Massachusetts" 28 are
valuable demographic source documents.
Documentation of the abuses of the terms of the con-
tract agreement between Massachusetts growers and the
government of Puerto Rico, with a particular emphasis on
the housing of migrant farmworkers, is contained in the
Massachusetts Legislative Council work "Report Relative to
29Migratory Labor .
"
Another important source of demographic data on the
QA
migrant farmworker is the Annual Farm Labor Report of the
Bureau of Employment Security of the Department of Labor of
the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico. Although insights upon
some problems which emerged during each year are contained
in each report, these problems have been minimally explored.
Often, important events affecting the status of farm labor,
such as important law cases, are barely mentioned or are
ignored.
Two studies describing the situation of the migrant
farmworkers in New Jersey are Seasonal Farmworkers in the
25"
"A Survey of Puerto Rican Migrant Workers in Western Mass-
achusetts," Massachusetts Migrant Health Project, Evalua-
ting the Radio Program Que Tal Amigos
,
1969.
29
"Report Relative to Migratory Labor," Massachusetts Leg-
islative Research Council
,
1967.
30Annual Farm Labor Report
,
Bureau of Employment Security,
Department of Labor, Commonwealth of Puerto Rico (1969-
75)
.
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State_of_New Jersey (1966) 31 and Puerto Rican Farmworkers:
32Research Report (1972). The first work makes use of
interviews of farmworkers, growers, and local citizens and
describes employment and travel patterns, income and ex-
penditures, health characteristics, education and child
care, community attitudes, and New Jersey's agricultural
economy
.
"Considerations Relevant to the Proposed, Non-Profit,
Migrant Service Corporation for the Connecticut Valley" 33
by Rolando Castaneda is an analysis of the characteristics
of the migrant population of Western Massachusetts. This
analysis was conducted in order to suggest possible pro-
gram functions for a non-profit migrant services corpora-
tion as the Massachusetts Migrant Education Project was
being phased out by the Office for Economic Opportunity be-
cause this program did not serve the needs of migrant farm-
,
34
workers
.
Seasonal Farmworkers in the State of Ne~w Jersey
,
The
Governor's Migrant Labor Task force, March 1968.
'
Puerto Rican Farmworkers : Research Report
,
Puerto Rican
Congress of New Jersey, 1972.
'Rolando Castaneda, "Considerations Relevant to the Pro-
posed, Non-Profit Migrant Service Corporation for the
Connecticut Valley," Unpublished Public Policy Program
Major Exercise, Harvard University, April 1971.
At this time, the author was the Western Massachusetts
Regional Coordinator for the Migrant Education Project
and was in the process of incorporating a Board of Dir-
ectors and overseeing the transfer of funds from the
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Conditions of Migrant and Seasonal Farmworkers in the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts , "^ is a background study of
the environment and the context in which the Puerto Rican
migrant farmworker works and lives during his stay in
Massachusetts. An important conclusion of this research
seminal is that migrants did not understand their contracts
and their rights under those contracts.
on March a 1
,
1971, the Senate of Puerto Rico created a
special commission to investigate the Office of Migration
in the United States and to visit several farms where Puer-
to Rican migrant farmers were working. The results of this
investigation, Report on the Investigation of the Migration
Division and Conditions of Work and Living of the Migran t
Farmworker
,
indicates that the Puerto Rican migrant farm-
worker earned an average of $1768 in migrant farmwork toward
the $2600 average income of this population. The migration
division is strongly condemned for not fulfilling its man-
date to protect the farmworkers.
Department of Community Affairs to the new service agency,
the New England Farmworkers Council. Castaneda, after
spending several days with the author, concluded that the
de-funding of the Department of Community Affairs and the
funding of the new service agency was in the best inter-
est of the migrant farmworker.
35
Tufts University, Department of Political Science, "Con-
ditions of Migrant and Seasonal Farmworkers in the Com-
monwealth of Massachusetts," 1971, (mimeographed).
36^Report on the Investigation of the Migration Division an d
Conditions of Work and Living of the Migrant Farmworker
,
Senate of Puerto Rico, April 1972.
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Ward W. Bauder, under a Northeast Farm Labor Research
Technical Committee (NE-58) Project, collected data in the
summer of 1970 and, in the State of Florida in December
1970, and January and February 1971 for a study of agri-
cultural workers. Two reports were developed from this
work ' Puerto jlican Hired Agricultural Workers in the Uni-
37ted St ates is a confidential report presented to the
Puerto Rican Senate in January 1972, and Impact of Exten-
s^rL^x_Unemployment Insurance to Agriculture
.
38 published
in October of 1972, points out that if unemployment benefits
were extended to farmworkers, minority groups would gain
considerable coverage and the Puerto Rican groups would
gain the most.
"The Invisible Puerto Rican," 39 by Ricardo Puerta, des-
cribes conditions on the labor camps and the problems of
the men on the camps in New York State.
By the end of the first year of operation of the New
England Farmworkers Council, in 1972, controversial legal
37
Ward W. Bauder, Puerto Rican Hired Agricultural Workers
in the United States
,
a report presented to a special
commission of the Senate of Puerto Rico (Senate Resolu-
tion 283, March 24, 1971).
38
Ward W. Bauder, et.al., Impact of Extension of Unemploy-
ment Insurance to Agriculture
,
prepared in oonj unction
with: Regional Research Project NE-58 of the Northeast
Agricultural Experiment Stations, submitted to the U.S.
Department of Labor, October 31, 1972.
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Ricardo Puerta, "El Puer torriqueno Invisible," La Esca-
lera
,
May 1972, up. 22-31.
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issues began to emerge with an attendant rise in journal-
istic interest in the Puerto Rican migrant farmworker in
Massachusetts and Connecticut. Two newspaper articles
were of particular interest. In August of 1972, the Bos-
ton Phoenix published an article entitled "Migrants of
Massachusetts - Slavery in the Suburbs"4 ^ which focuses on
the truck farms and the cranberry bogs in eastern Massachu-
setts. In September of 1972, the Naugatuck News41 pub-
lished a series of three articles dealing with the situa-
tion of the Puerto Rican migrant farmworker employed by the
tobacco growers of the Connecticut Valley.
"The Connecticut Valley Shade Tobacco Industry"42 is an
overview of the tobacco industry of the Connecticut Valley
and includes a section on labor and the Connecticut Valley
Shade Tobacco industry. This work describes, from a bus-
iness point of view, the situation of the Puerto Ricjan
40Jonathon Maslow, "Migrants of Massachusetts - Slavery in
the Suburbs," The Boston Phoenix, Vol. 1, No. 4, Aug. 22,
1972, p. 1.
' """
41
James V. Healion, "Migrant Farm Laborers Hit Out at To-
bacco Growers," Naugatuck News, Connecticut, September S,
1972, p. 8.
Ibid.
,
"Shade Grown Tobacco Originally Brought from Suma-
tra to Florida," September 7, 1972, p. 11.
Ibid
,
"Puerto Rican Migrant Workers May Form Their Own
Union," September 8, 1972, p. 3.
42
Kenneth L. Hoadley, "The Connecticut Valley Shade Tobac-
co Industry," Agribusiness Research Report
,
April 1973.
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migrant worker
.
In 1973, the author, with a grant from the Massachu-
setts Department of Education, compiled a resource direc-
tory on information relevant to migrant and seasonal farm
labor in Massachusetts. The directory is divided into two
sections. The first section contains information on labor
recruitment and the demographic characteristics of farm la-
bor, and the second section contains a directory of organi-
zations, educational resources, and people who could assist
the Massachusetts Department of Education in developing ma-
terials for the Migrant Children's Education Project. 43
Migrant Farmworkers in Massachusetts: A Report with
Recommendations is the most comprehensive and sensitive
study of the situation of the Puerto Rican migrant farm-
workers in Massachusetts. The study was commissioned by
the Massachusetts Council of Churches in order to develop
strategies for actions to address the farmworker issue in
Massachusetts. Nash travelled throughout the state and to
Puerto Rico and talked to key individuals knowledgeable
about, all aspects of the situation. After analyzing the
most important issues affecting the Puerto Rican farmwork-
ers, Nash presents nine recommendations and concludes, on
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frank Llamas, et . a.1
. ,
Sources and Demographic Charact er-
istics of Migrant and Season al Farm Labor in Massachu-
setts: A Resource Directory
,
Institute for Governmental
Services, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Ma.
,
1973.
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Nash
,
Op. Cit.
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the final page, that the State Council of Churches should
promote unionization.
4 5Maleta'nd Go: Puerto Rican Seasonal Migration -1 " pri-
marily deals with community attitudes toward Puerto Rican
migrants in New Jersey. This study consists of 5 parts:
a brief survey of Puerto Rican migration; a narrative on
the field experience lived by the interviewers in the course
of the investigation, this phase intended not so much to
deal with methodological questions as to project the human
climate which surrounds the workers; an analysis of the per-
ceptions of the community relative to the v/orkers; a des-
cription of the workers and their conditions; and finally,
an inquiry into the role of the government of Puerto Rico
as it relates to the social conditions of the workers. The
strength of this study is in the introduction and the over-
view on Puerto Rican migration.
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"Report of Contract Migrant Workers in Connecticut"
is an official document of the Department of Community Af-
fairs of the State of Connecticut, a study to aid the State
Migrant Division Staff "to get better acquainted and up-
dated with the farmworkers' personal, working and living
environment as well as their own needs and aspirations."
4
^Falcon, Op. Cit.
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"Report cf Contract Migrant Workers in Connecticut,"
Migrant Division Staff, State Department of Community
Affairs, Connecticut, December 1974 (mimeo).
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300 workers were contacted to fill out a single page, 15
question interview. 87 men responded.
"Estudio de Viabilidad Economica y Social Para Estab-
lecer una Cooperativa de Ahorro y Credito Entre los Mi-
grantes Agricolas Puertorriquenos en Nueva Inglaterra ,
"
4
1
is a study done in 1974 in which 112 farmworkers in Massa-
chusetts and in Connecticut were interviewed concerning
needs and attitudes toward a banking cooperative. This
study also included directly derived demographic data.
This study concluded that a banking cooperative is feasible,
that operations should be based on the Island, and that this
should be an inter-agency project of the Puerto Rican gov-
ernment .
48
"Migrant Health in Connecticut: an Interim Report" is
a health study of, principally, non-contract workers in
Connecticut. The men were interviewed directly on the
camps, but access to the camps was a problem in several
47
Dr. Martin Hernandez Ramirez, Consultor Economico, "Es-
tudio de Viabilidad Economica y Social para Establecer
una Cooperativa de Ahorro y Credito Entre los Migrantes
Agricolas Puertorriquenos en Nueva Inglaterra, " Adminis-
tracion de Fomento Cooperative Estado Libre Asociado de
Puerto Rico en Colaboracion con el Consejo de Trabaja-
dores de Finca de Nueva Inglaterra, 1974.
48
Lefkowich, Stuart, and Faraclas, William, "Migrant Health
in Connecticut: an Interim Report," Ha.rtford: Connecti-
cut State Department of Community Affairs, 1974, (mimeo-
graphed) .
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cases and the survey team was excluded from two camps
even though the interviewers were state employees. Grow-
ers reported the migrant health as excellent. Workers re-
ported their health to be fair.
"The New England Farmworkers' Council: Case Study of a
Community Service Organization" is a doctoral disserta-
tion dealing with the operating of the New England Farm-
workers Council, a service organization designed and devel-
oped to identify, and serve the needs of the Puerto Rican
migrant farmworker in the New England area. This work pro-
vides an overview of the background and the current situa-
tion of the Puerto Rican migrant farmworker, especially in
the Connecticut Valley.
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Bruce Young, "The New England Farmworkers' Council:
Case Study of a Community Service Organization," Doc-
toral Dissertation, University of Massachusetts, Amherst,
Massachusetts, 1975.
CHAPTER III
PROCEDURAL DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY
A . Introduction
This Chapter of the study will deal with the design of
the interview instrument, the procedures used to collect
the data, the environment surrounding the collection of the
data and the procedures utilized to process and analyze the
data collected.
The interview instrument was designed, pilot tested,
and refined twice before being presented to fifty-four Puer-
to Rican migrant farmworkers living on eighteen labor camps
in Massachusetts and Connecticut during the course of twen-
ty-six separate visits by the interview team in the summer
of 1975.
B
. Design of the Interview Instrument
The questionnaire presented by the interview team to all
the men who were interviewed for this study was a uniform
Spanish language document (see Appendix B and C) devised on
the basis of indicators drav/n from the goals of the study,
the review of relevant literature and previous research, and
the experiences of the author.
1 . The Interview Instrument
The questionnaire focuses on gathering information
that falls into four general areas: (1) demographic
information, (2) attitudes toward education and training,
(3) attitudes toward migration, and (4) attitudes toward
organizations that serve migrants. Questions were formula-
ted in each of these general areas, further subdivisions
were constructed, and the individual questions were priori-
tized in terms of importance, continuity, and effectiveness
In analyzing the data, the questions were regrouped back in
to the four basic areas of concern.
In order to create an initial frame of reference
for the balance of the study, a series of demographic ques-
tions were devised to determine, from the worker, his age
and his family responsibilities, such as marital status,
number of children, number of dependents, and the nature of
those dependencies. This section also elicited information
on the educational background and vocational background of
the worker, his Puerto Rican background, his farmworker
background, recruiting information, and other background
information
.
Information on the rural or urban residency of the
men interviewed, which might be expected in this section,
was not elicited. It was decided that, because of the ra-
pid population shifts which have occurred on the Island,
because of the massive uprooting which has occurred due to
the rapid industrialization of the relatively small island
area, and because of the contiguity of urban and rural
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pockets in most areas of the Island, any matrix to deter-
mine the "urbanness" or "ruralness" of the individuals in
a meaningful way was beyond the scope of this study.
Information on the annual income of the men inter-
viewed, which might also be expected in this section, was
not elicited. It was decided that, because of the irregu-
larity of employment encountered by most of this population,
because of the cultural nature of the Puerto Rican extended
family in which contributions are made toward the upkeep of
the family as temporary jobs are secured, and because of
cottage industries and part-time work, a matrix to determine
the annual income of this population would be extremely com-
plex. In addition, because there is not a great deal of
deviation from the contract wage, which is known, and be-
cause questions on income are often viewed as an affront by
this population, it was decided not to question this popu-
lation concerning the individual’s "annual wages."
The second general area of concern of this study
was the determination of attitudes of the population inter-
viewed toward education and training. A series of questions
was included in the interview instrument to determine if
the population interviewed was interested in training for
non-agricultural employment. Questions were devised to de-
termine attitudes of the population toward education and
training, to determine their satisfaction with farmwork, to
determine their self-perceived abilitjr to be trained, and to
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determine attitudes toward education in general and toward
adult education in particular. In addition, the popula-
tion was questioned concerning financial support as a vari-
able in the decision to participate in a training program.
The migrants were also questioned concerning what type of
training they would prefer if training were available.
The third area of concern of this study was the de-
termination of attitudes of the population interviewed to-
ward migration. In order to attempt to examine the strength
oi the forces involved in the decision to migrate to the
United States mainland for work, it was necessary to ex-
amine the population's preferences for living and working
on the United States mainland or on the Island of Puerto
Rico. A series of questions was devised to ascertain where
the population interviewed preferred to work and where they
preferred to live. In addition, the population was asked
where they thought the farmworker was "better off" and
whether or not they would be willing to migrate perraanc ly
to the mainland if permanent employment were available.
Since examination of the stated reasons for migi
tion of this population is an important part of this stu
this question was posed as an open-ended question near t
beginning of the interview before any other references to
migra.t ion were introduced. A later series of questions
concerning reasons for migration were posed at a mid-point
in the interview. This series of questions required a
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forced response from the population. The purpose of this
series of questions was to verify the primary reasons for
migration reported by the population and to weigh the rel-
ative importance of secondary reasons for migration.
The fourth general area of concern of this stiidy
was the determination of attitudes of the population in-
terviewed toward migrant organizations. A series of ques-
tions was devised to determine which migrant organizations
the population was familiar with, how they found out about
these organizations, what level of assistance was received
from these organizations, and what kind of services were
performed by these organizations. In addition, a series of
questions was devised to ascertain the perceived organiza-
tional needs of this population, the location of such or-
ganizations, and the priorities of such organizations.
2 . Pre-testing
After the original interview instrument was assem-
bled in May of 1975, the interview instrument was adminis-
tered in Spanish to an ex-farmworker who was a student.
This interview was conducted with the ex-farmworker in the
presence of the author, and the chief interviewer.
As a result of this first pre-test, two alterations
were made upon the original questionnaire. Question number
•six (see Appendices B and C) was altered from "Do you live
in Puerto Rico now?" to "Do you have your home in Puerto
Rico now?" Question number twenty-seven was altered to
add the option "Yes, a government parcela" to the question
"Is your home a farm?"
On May 25, the Cecchi Camp in Agawam, Massachusetts,
a vegetable farm, was visited and the pre-test interview
instrument was administered to six migrants. As a result of
this pre-test, several further alterations were made to the
original interview instrument.
Question number three was altered from "The three
most important reasons" to "some reasons" because most of
the men interviewed offered only a single dominant reason.
Question number twenty-five was altered from three
options, "very important reason, less important reason, and
not a reason" to two options, "a reason" or "not a reason"
because it was felt that the men had difficulty quantifying
responses to this series of questions. In addition, the
reason "because I wanted to make money to help my parents"
was added to the questionnaire because of the youth of the
pre-test group and the reason "because it was a way to get
money for things I needed for my farm in Puerto Rico" was
dropped from the quest ioi ire because of conflicting re-
sponses with the number t ,ien who claimed to own farms.
Question number twenty-six ("Do you own your own
home or do you rent?") was altered to include the phr ne
"or do you live with your parents" due to the youth o he
population interviewed.
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Question number thirty-six on recruitment was al-
tered to include the option "by the farmer" because a num-
ber of pre-test respondents submitted this option in the
space marked "other."
After making these alterations to the interview in-
strument as a result of pre-testing, the document was prin-
ted and presented to the interview team for final review
before interviewing for the study began.
C . Data Collection Procedures
1 . The Interviews
All interviews were conducted by three experienced,
native Spanish-speaking, trained interviewers who were grad-
uate students at the University of Massachusetts, The inter-
view team consisted of the team leader, a Chilean who had
previous experience in working with and in teaching Puerto
Rican migrant workers, a Chilean woman who had previously
visited many of the camps in Western Massachusetts as a vol-
unteer in a local program, and an Ecuadorian who had exper-
ience working in a rural adult education project among In-
dians in Ecuador.
The team leader made opening remarks on every camp
visited. In every instance, the author and at least one
other member of the interview team was present. After the
opening remarks the men would be interviewed separately by
one of the interview' team. Each interview took approximately
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thirty minutes and at the conclusion of the interview each
man was presented with a sealed envelope containing three
dollars "for his time." In two instances, the men refused
the "gift" as being unnecessary if this study was "to help
the migrant." In other instances, it was felt that men al-
lowed themselves to be interviewed primarily because of the
money. The most interviews completed in a single session
were ten interviews.
The interview team experienced a wide variety of
receptions. In some camps, all or most of the men were ea-
ger to interview while on other camps, there was a general
atmosphere of distrust and fear and none of the men would
interview. In one case the interview team was evicted by
the farmer from the premises after obtaining only a single
interview
.
In some cases the interview team found, but did not
interview, Spanish-speaking men who were not Puerto Rican.
Mexican-Americans, El Salvadorians, and in one instance, a
Spaniard were found on the camps. The interview team also
found a camp where twenty black farmworkers lived and a camp
where five Polish men lived, men who have come to work in
the tobacco fields since the end of the Second World War.
The majority of interviews were conducted in the
evening. In a few instances, interviews were conducted dur-
ing the day . One interview session was conducted in the
field while three men were working and three interview
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sessions were conducted on Sunday afternoons at the camps.
ihe latest success in obtaining interviews re-
sulted when the interview team visited the target camps in
advance to establish, with the workers, a definite time when
the interview team would return. The interview team made
no effort to obtain advance permission from the grower or
the farmer.
2 . The Interview Calendar
All interviews for this study, including pre-test-
ing, were conducted during the summer of 1975. The first
interviews were held in May of 1975 and the last interviews
were completed in the first week of October, 1975.
ihere were several important factors which limited
the times when the interview team could actively conduct
interviews. Most of the interviews had to be obtained in
the evening or on Sunday afternoons. All interviews had to
be conducted when the members of the interview team could
anange simultaneous free time from their own primary work
and studies. Travel time to the camp areas and the actual
locating of the individual, often well hidden camps, took a
great deal more time than ha.d been anticipated. This was
particularly true in the Cape Cod area where the interview
team had no previous contact with the various camps. The
interview team made a total of 26 visits to IS different
camps between May 1975 and October 4, 1975.
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After pre-testing the interview instrument on May
25, and after revising the questionnaire, the first ten in-
terviews were conducted in Western Massachusetts on June 1,
a Sunday afternoon. The interview team visited the Cape
Cod area on the weekend of July i 8 - July 20 and completed
ten interviews on four different camps. During the week of
July 21 - July 27
,
sixteen interviews were completed on two
camps in Western Massachusetts and one camp in Connecticut.
The remaining fifteen interviews were conducted in the Cape
Cod area during the first week in October.
It was expected that many of the camps of the Shade
Tobacco Growers Agricultural Association located in Western
Massachusetts and Connecticut would be visited in the course
of this study. However, because the Association failed to
reach a contract agreement with the Puerto Rican Department
of Labor, the normal labor force of these camps, more than
four thousand Puerto Rican migrant farmworkers, was not pres-
ent. As these camps were the most familiar to the author and
the interview team, and as the contract situation remained
unsettled, fewer interviews were actually performed than had
been anticipated in the design ox the study.
b- Description of Migrant Camps
the course of this study Puerto Rican migrant farm-
workers were found to be living in a wide variety of accom-
odations ranging from large old houses to one-room shacks,
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from well kept, sanitary and attractive premises to shabby,
unkempt and probably unlicensed barracks. Generally, the
housing conditions on the Cape were inferior to the housing
conditions found in Western Massachusetts and Connecticut.
In almost all cases, no matter what kind of housing was
contained in the camps, the camps were well hidden from the
roads and difficult to locate, even when the address was
known
.
There tioes exist a group of people who do know the lo-
cation of these camps and who make regular visits to them.
These include hucksters, salesmen, and prostitutes, a.s well
as some local people, often Puerto Ricans, who visit the
camps specifically to provide services, such as transporta-
tion to movies and bars, banks, and food stores, for a fee.
In addition, the staff of the New England Farmworkers Coun-
cil regularly visits the camps and provides a Spanish news-
paper, El Espuelazo
. Generally, the only other local con-
tact with the camps is by the police in the event of trou-
ble.
In the larger camps, food is served to the men cafeter-
ia style in communal dining areas. The price of these meals
is fixed in the work contract negotiated with the Puerto
Rican Department of Labor and this amount is deducted from
the men's wages. In the smaller camps, the men prepare
their own meals, do their own shopping, and, often have a
small plot of land on which they can grow some vegetables
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for their own use. Often the men will "chip in" to pay
one of their members to cook for them.
For an account of the individual camps visited, the
author has prepared a series of tables, Table 1-A to Table
R, .vhich provide information and observations on the in-
dividual camps visited in the course of this study.
E
. —
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s s i n g and Analyzing the Data
The questionnaire was designed so that all responses
could be directly key-punched on standard I.B.M. cards.
After the data was key-punched and verified, a "Statistical
Package for the Social Sciences" (S.P.S.8.) program was
prepared which was compatible with the computer services
offered by the University of Massachusetts.
fhe data was tabulated to percent of responses, and,
where appropriate, median figures, modality, and standard
deviation were calculated. A narrative content analysis
was developed in accordance with the data collected and the
cited goals of the study.
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CAMP
:
DATE
:
Cecchi
Sunday, May 25
-l
ADDRESS
:
1# OF INTERVIEWS:
Feeding Hills
Agawam, Mass.
6 - pretest
# OF PUERTO RICANS ON CAMP: 6
# OF OTHERS ON CAMP: 0
ETHNIC BACKGROUND OF OTHERS: _
DESCRIPTION OF HOUSING: Small single family
on farm - off road
house -
COMMENT ON INTERVIEWING: All interviewed; 2 interview-
ers - male in house
,
female
outside; friendly,
tive atmosphere
coopera-
Table 1 A
CAMP
:
Hibbard
|
DATE: Sunday, June 1
|
ADDRESS
:
Hadley, Mass.
# OF INTERVIEWS: 10
£ OF PUERTO RICANS ON CAMP: 12
# OF OTHERS ON CAMP: oO
ETHNIC BACKGROUND OF OTHERS: El Salvadorians
DESCRIPTION OF HOUSING: Older, large house;
off the road
hidden
COMMENT ON INTERVIEWS: One Puerto Rican refused to
interview; one not at camp
Table 1 B
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CAMP
:
DATE:
ADDRESS
:
# OF INTERVIEWS:
# OF PUERTO RICANS ON CAMP:
# OF OTHERS ON CAMP:
ETHNIC BACKGROUND OF OTHERS:
DESCRIPTION OF HOUSING:
COMMENT ON INTERVIEWS
:
Table 1
Littlefield Wyman Nurseries I
Friday, July 18
Abington, Mass.
0
7
0
Bad, broken down barracks
hidden behind garage off
main road
4 Puerto Ricans were on
camp and consented to in-
terview - a visiting woman
stopped interviews
|
1
C
CAMP :
DATE:
ADDRESS
:
# OF INTERVIEWS:
# OF PUERTO RICANS ON CAMP:
# OF OTHERS ON CAMP
:
ETHNIC BACKGROUND OF OTHERS:
DESCRIPTION OF HOUSING:
Federal Furnace
Saturday, July 19
Carver, Mass.
3
3
0
6 or 8 small buildings -
shacks - the 3 men lived in
the best small house
Table 1 D
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CAMP
:
DATE:
ADDRESS
:
# OF INTERVIEWS:
# OF PUERTO RICANS ON CAMP:
# OF OTHERS ON CAMP:
ETHNIC BACKGROUND OF OTHERS
:
DESCRIPTION OF HOUSING:
COMMENT ON INTERVIEWS:
Johnson Landscape
Saturday, July 19.
Abington, Mass.
6
12
3
El Salvadorians
Poor housing conditions -
one small crowded house, a
remodeled gas station,
another small house behind
7 Puerto Ricans on camp, 6
interviewed, one slept, 5
were out
Table 1 E
CAMP
:
DATE
:
ADDRESS
:
# OF INTERVIEWS:
# OF PUERTO RICANS ON CAMP:
# OF OTHERS ON CAMP:
ETHNIC BACKGROUND OF OTHERS:
DESCRIPTION OF HOUSING:
COMMENT ON INTERVIEWS
:
Crane Brook
Sunday, July 20
Carver, Mass.
2
2
1
Spanish
Small, modern, relatively
new house
Both Puerto Ricans inter-
viewed
Table 1 F
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|
CAMP: Pinewood
-
DATE: Sunday, July 20
ADDRESS
:
Plymouth, Mass.
# OF INTERVIEWS: 2
# OF PUERTO RICANS ON CAMP: 3
# OF OTHERS ON CAMP: 0
ETHNIC BACKGROUND OF OTHERS: -
DESCRIPTION OF HOUSING: 4 small shacks - 3 men
lived in one shack
COMMENT ON INTERVIEWS: One Puerto Rican out
Table 1 G
CAMP
:
Shaw Bog
DATE Sunday, July 20
ADDRESS
:
Plymouth, Mass.
# OF INTERVIEWS: 0
# OF PUERTO RICANS ON CAMP: 2
# OF OTHERS ON CAMP: 0
ETHNIC BACKGROUND OF OTHERS: -
DESCRIPTION OF HOUSING: 4 small shacks - one man
lived in each of
shacks, 2 empty
two of the
COMMENT ON INTERVIEWS: Both refused interview
Table 1 H
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CAMP
:
Lambson
DATE: Monday, July 21
ADDRESS
:
Southwick, Mass.
ft OF INTERVIEWS: 1
ft OF PUERTO RICANS ON CAMP: 5
ft OF OTHERS ON CAMP: 0
ETHNIC BACKGROUND OF OTHERS _
DESCRIPTION OF HOUSING: Men lived in remodeled sec-
tion of the barn - very
nice, cleanest camp
COMMENT ON INTERVIEWS: 5 Puerto Ricans consented -
thrown off camp after first
interview completed
Table 1 I
CAMP
:
Hatfield
DATE
:
Tuesday, July 22
ADDRESS
:
Hatfield, Mass.
ft OF INTERVIEWS: 0
ft OF PUERTO RICANS ON CAMP: 0
ft OF OTHERS ON CAMP; 20
ETHNIC BACKGROUND OF OTHERS: Mexican American
DESCRIPTION OF HOUSING: Large U-shaped, well con-
structed concrete block
building - clean - like
barracks - could house 45
men
COMMENT ON INTERVIEWS
:
Table 1 J
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CAMP
:
DATE:
ADDRESS
:
# OF INTERVIEWS:
# OF PUERTO RICANS ON CAMP:
# OF OTHERS ON CAMP:
ETHNIC BACKGROUND OF OTHERS
•
DESCRIPTION OF HOUSING:
COMMENT ON INTERVIEWS
:
Hartman '
Wednesday, July 23
Hazardville, Connecticut
10
20
Undetermined
Blacks
Large dormitory type housebad shape, probably 15 bed-
rooms
4 older, 3 middle-age, 3
younger refused interviews —
many young blacks (teen-
agers )
Table 1 K
CAMP :
DATE
:
ADDRESS
:
# OF INTERVIEWS:
# OF PUERTO RICANS ON CAMP:
# OF OTHERS ON CAMP:
ETHNIC BACKGROUND OF OTHERS
:
DESCRIPTION OF HOUSING:
COMMENT ON INTERVIEWS
:
Norse
Sunday, July 27
Hatfield, Mass.
5
7
0
7 men lived in a nicely re-
modeled living quarters
above the barn
1st visiting on July 22,
interviews established for
2,7th
Table 1 L
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j DAMP
:
DATE:
ADDRESS
:
# OF INTERVIEWS:
# OF PUERTO RICANS ON CAMP:
# OF OTHERS ON CAMP:
ETHNIC BACKGROUND OF OTHERS:
DESCRIPTION OF HOUSING:
COMMENT ON INTERVIEWS:
Be ! don
Sunday, September 28
Hatfield, Mass.
0
8
0
Large dormitory barracks
with attached dining hall
house 100 men
1st visiting on July 22,
Puerto Ricans left were
closing camp - had more
Puerto Ricans and many
blacks earlier in the sea-
son
Table 1 M
CAMP
:
DATE
:
ADDRESS
:
# OF INTERVIEWS:
# OF PUERTO RICANS ON CAMP:
# OF OTHERS ON CAMP:
ETHNIC BACKGROUND OF OTHERS:
DESCRIPTION OF HOUSING:
COMMENT ON INTERVIEWS:
Imperial Nurseries #1
Wednesday, October 1
Windsor, Connecticut
0
0
5
Polish
Larger
,
older house - hid-
den behind large modern
plant - men live there all
year - for 25 years
Table 1 N
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CAMP
:
DATE
ADDRESS
:
# OF INTERVIEWS:
# 0F PUERTO RICANS ON CAMP:
# OF OTHERS ON CAMP:
ETHNIC BACKGROUND OF OTHERS:
DESCRIPTION OF HOUSING:
COMMENT ON INTERVIEWS:
Imperial Nurseries #
2
Wednesday, October 1
Windsor, Connecticut
0
12
0
Large wooden barracks hid-
den off road - among barns
and greenhouses
12 mostly older Puerto Ri-
cans refused interview, ap-
peared afraid
Table 1 0
CAMP:
DATE:
ADDRESS
:
# OF INTERVIEWS:
# OF PUERTO RICANS ON CAMP:
# OF OTHERS ON CAMP:
ETHNIC BACKGROUND OF OTHERS:
DESCRIPTION OF HOUSING:
COMMENT ON INTERVIEWS:
Wankinco
Saturday, October 4
Carver, Mass.
1
7
0
A single family house
Men were eating dinner; 5
refused interview, 1 out
Table 1 P
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CAMP: Tehonet
DATE
:
Saturday, October 4
ADDRESS
:
Wareham, Mass.
ft OF INTERVIEWS: 6
ft OF PUERTO RICANS ON CAMP: 6
ft OF OTHERS ON CAMP: 0
ETHNIC BACKGROUND OF OTHERS -
DESCRIPTION OF HOUSING: 3 buildings - 2 small hous-
es like shacks, a separate
newer small building for
showers
COMMENT ON INTERVIEWS: All interviewed
Table 1 Q
CAMP: Century Bog
DATE
:
Saturday, October 4
ADDRESS
:
Wareham, Mass.
ft OF INTERVIEWS: 8
ft OF PUERTO RICANS ON CAMP: 8
ft OF OTHERS ON CAMP: 0
ETHNIC BACKGROUND OF OTHERS: -
DESCRIPTION OF HOUSING: 2 single family houses -
good shape
COMMENT ON INTERVIEWS: All interviewed
Table 1 R
CHAPTER IV
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF THE DATA
A . Introduction
This chapter is intended to present and to examine data
accumulated through structured interviews with Puerto Rican
migrant farmworkers. These interviews were conducted solely
on the camps in Massachusetts and Connecticut where these
men lived and worked. The interview instrument was pre-
sented in the Spanish language and all interviews were con-
ducted in Spanish by native Spanish-speaking interviewers.
In order to clarify the data, the questions from the
interview instrument have been regrouped into more meaning-
ful dust rs including demographic information, attitudes
toward e ation and training, attitudes toward migration,
and attitudes toward migrant organizations.
The interview instrument is presented in English (Appen-
dix B) and in Spanish (Appendix C). The bracketed numbers
following each question refer to the numeration of the
Questionnaire
.
This chapter includes commentary on each of the ques-
tions contained in the interview instrument as well as dis-
cussion and analysis of the responses elicited from the
target population.
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B - Demographic Back^mmH
primary objectives of this study was to de-
termine demographic characteristics of the population of
Puerto Rican migrant farmworkers who travel each year to
work the cranberry bogs and nurseries of Massachusetts and
the tobacco fields of the Connecticut Valley.
A series of questions was devised to elicit basic but
relatively undetermined information about this population,
such, as age, marital status, number of dependents, educa-
tion, religion, veteran status, and other background infor-
mation
.
1
. Age
Because much of the data to be elicited from the mi-
grant farmworkers concerned attitudes toward education,
training, migration, and migrant service organizations, it
was felt that age would be an important factor in determin-
ing the individual worker's response. By examining the age
groupings of this population, conclusions might be formula-
ted about the factors involved in the decision to migrate
to the United States mainland as a farmworker. In addition,
it was hoped that by examining attitudinal responses within
various age groupings, shifts in attitudes might be detec-
ted and projected into relevant recommendations.
In general, the population was a young population
v
-ith a median age of 21. Although ages ranged from 18 to
60, over 60% of the population was 25 or younger.
Q - HOW OLD ARE YOU? [2]
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TABLE 2
Years Frequency
1 Percentage Cumulative Percentage
18 6 11.1
: 11.1
19
! 9 16.7 27.8
20
1 3 5.6 33. 3
21 8 14.8 48.1
22 4 7.4 55.6
24 1 1.9 57.4
25 2
; 3.7 61.1
26 1 1.9 57.4
27 1 1.9 64.8 i
31 1 1.9 66.7
35 3 5.6 72.2
37 2 3. 7 75.9
38 1 1.9 77.8
41 1 1.9 79.6
45 ; 1 1.9 81.5
47 > 2 : 3. 7 85.2
48 1 1.9 87.0
50 2 3.7 90.7
55 1
1
1.9 92.6
56 i
; 1.9 94.4
58 i
| 1.9 96.3
59 1
;
1.9 90.
3
60 1
;
1.9 100.0
1
n=54
J
100.0
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TABLE 3
Number Mean Median Mode S.D.
54 29. 37 21.75 19 13.288
—
1
All the men interviewed responded to the question
"How old are you?” Table 2 and Table 3 show the population
interviewed to be a young population. More than half of
the respondents were twenty-one or younger, and, although
the population ranged between the ages of eighteen and six-
ty, the most frequent response given was age nineteen. It
should be noted that the middle group, men between the ages
of twenty-five and forty who generally constitute the ma-
jority of any labor group, represent only one-fifth, or
20.4% of this labor group.
The data on age in this report may be slightly
skewed toward youth because it was observed that most of
those workers who were present on the camps but who re-
fused to be interviewed tended to be older workers. Wheth-
er this reluctance to interview was due to reticence, sus-
picion, position, or allegiance to the farmer could not be
determined. However, it was observed that the population
was relatively old or relatively young with very few work-
ers in the middle group. It was also observed that some of
the workers were probably not even the legally required
eighteen years of age. In one instance, a worker gave his
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age as seventeen, and then, realizing this answer might
cause problems for him or for his employer, changed his
answer to eighteen. No outside verification of the given
ages of the men was attempted, and therefore these figures
reflect only what the men themselves told us. If there are
any factors which might cause the men to represent them-
selves as older or younger than they actually are, they are
beyond the scope of this report. With the possible excep-
tion of seventeen year olds representing themselves as
eighteen year olds for legal reasons, this report assumes
the given ages to be the correct ages for the population
interviewed.
2 • Family Responsibilities
A series of questions was devised to determine
the marital status of the population, the number of child-
ren, the number of dependents, and the nature of the depen-
dency relationship. The answers to this series of questions
generally reflected the youth of the population, strong fam-
ily ties, and a relatively large number of dependents, even
for those who are young and unmarried.
a . Marital Status
A question was devised to determine the mari-
tal status of the population interviewed.
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Q - ARE YOU:
WTmw-n
ARmED ’ COMMON LAW MARRIED, SEPARATEDIDOWED, DIVORCED, OR MARRIED? [3!j
'
’
TABLE 4
Response Frequency Percentage
Never Married 35 64.8
Married 12 22.2
Common Law M&i*rx<tg© 3 5.6
Separated 3 5.6
Divorced 1 1 .
9
Widowed 0 0.0
Most of the men interviewed were never married.
This would seem to be consistent with a population in which
the majority of respondents was less than twenty-two years
old. In response to this question only 12 men, or 22.2% of
the respondents, claimed to be presently married and 3 men,
or 5.6% of the respondents, claimed to be living in a com-
mon-law marriage. Table 4 illustrates these figures and
shows that 64.8% of the population interviewed had never
been married. Only 4 of the 54 men interviewed, or 7.4% of
the population, were separated or divorced. The fact that
83.3% of the men claimed to be Catholics may be a factor in
tne figures which show that only 1 respondent had been di-
vorced and that respondent claimed no religion. (See Table
32. )
Again, these figures may have been weighted
slightly toward younger and non-married population because
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more older workers than younger workers refused to be in-
terviewed on the camps.
b
- Number of Children
A question was devised to determine the num-
ber of children of the men interviewed.
Q - HOW MANY CHILDREN DO YOU HAVE? [32]
TABLE 5
As would be expected from a young population in
which only 27. S% of the workers were married, (see Table
4), 68.5% of the men interviewed claimed no children of
their own. Table 5 shows that the number of children
claimed by the workers ranged from zero up to as many as
eleven. Of the workers who responded positively to the
question "How many children do you have?" the most
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frequent response was two children,
c. Number of Dependents
A series of questions was devised to determine the
number of dependents and the nature of the dependency re-
lationships
.
Q - HOW MANY OF YOUR CHILDREN DEPEND ON YOU FOR
SUPPORT? [33]
TABLE 6
Response Frequency Percentage
Cumulative
Percentage
No . of
Children
0 2 11.8 11.8 0
1 2 11.8 23.5 2
2 4 23.5 47.1 8
3 4 23.5 70.6 12
4 1 5.9 76.5 4
5 2 11.8 88.2 10
9 1 5.9 94.1 9
10 1 5.9 : 100.0 10
n=17 100.0 i 55
TABLE 7
Number Me an Median S.D.
17 3. 235 2.625 2.773
Table 6 and 7 indicate the response of the seven-
teen men who claimed to have children to the question "How
many of your children depend on you for support?"
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55 children out of the total of 73 children claimed by the
workers, 75.3%, were still dependent children. Of those
men supporting dependent children, more than half, 52.9%,
had three or more dependent children. The number of depen.
dent children ranged as high as ten. The fact that more
than three-quarters of the children claimed were still de-
pendent children is indicative of the relative youth of
this work force.
Q "
SUPPORT
?
E
tsIj^Tjf5
PE0PLE WH0 depend on you for
TABLE 8
Q - HOW MANY OTHERS DEPEND ON YOU FOR SUPPORT? [34 A]
TABLE 9
Response Frequency Percentage Cumulative Percentage
1 8 26.7 26,7
2 11 36.7 63. 3
3 4 13. 3 76.7
5 1 3. 3 80.0
6 2 6.7 86.7
7 2 6. 7 93. 3
9 1 3. 3 96.7
|
11 1
s
3. 3 100.0
L n=3Q j 100.0
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The entire population was also asked "Are there
any other people who depend on you for support?" and "How
many others depend on you for support?" The responses to
these questions are seen in Table 8 and Table 9. More than
half of the population, 55.6% of the men interviewed, indi-
cated that people other than their own dependent children
required their support. Thus, although 68.5% of the popu-
lation do not have children, or claim to have no children,
only 44.4% of the men interviewed are not helping to sup-
port people other than their own dependent children. A
total of 93 dependents were claimed by the farmworkers in
addition to the 55 dependent children for a total of 148
dependents. Only 13 of the 54 men interviewed, or 24.1%
of the population, claimed no dependent children and no
others dependent upon them for support. Of these 13 men
who claimed no dependents, 2 were separated from their
wives and, although they did not support them, they claimed
a total of twelve children between them.
Q - WHAT IS THEIR RELATIONSHIP? [34B]
TABLE 10
Response Frequency Percentage
One or Both Parents 12 40.0
Parent(s) + Sibling(s) 10 33.3
Sibling(s) 3 10.0
Other ( s
)
5 16.7
n=3Q 100.0
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Tne 30 respondents who contributed to the support
of other than their own dependent children were asked
"What is their relationship?" 73.3% of those respondents
indicated that they were helping to support one or both
parents while 43.3% indicated that they were contributing
to the support of siblings. This question was asked as an
open ended question and the responses were later clustered
into the groupings seen in Table 10. The heavy percentage
of those who still contribute to the support of their par-
ents and siblings, 46.3% of the total population, is rein-
forced by the finding that 46.3% of the men interviewed
lived with their parents. (See Table 31.)
3- jMjjg.a^^°nal and Vocational Background
A series of questions was devised to determine both
the educational and work backgrounds of the farmworkers.
The population was questioned concerning both formal educa-
tion and skills training and was further questioned on
previous employment.
In general, the education level was extremely low,
considering the youth of the men interviewed. The average
grade completed for this group was 5th grade. Over 80% of
the men interviewed had held jobs other than farmworking.
a • Education
Questions were devised to determine the level
of formal education of the population interviewed and
determine the extent of any skills training possessed by
the population interviewed.
Q 1/HAT WAS THE LAST GRADE YOU COMPLETED IN SCHOOL? [4]
TABLE 11
Grade Completed
i
j
Frequency Percentage
Cumulative
Percentage
0 4 7.5 7.5
1 0 0.0 7.5
2 10 18.9 26.4
3 3 5.7 32.1
4 5 9.4 41.5
5 4 7.5 49.1
6 7 13.2 62.3
7 5 9.4 71.7
8 7 13.2 84.9
9 8 15.1 100.0
!
n=53 100.0
TABLE 12
1 Number Median Mode
j
53 5.170 2 -°
In response to the question "What was the last
grade you completed in school?" none of the respondents
indicated that they had completed a high school education
4 of the men, or 7.5% of the total population, indicated
that they had received no formal education. Table 11 and
Table 12 show that, although the average grade completed
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was 5th grade, the most frequent response was two years of
schooling. More than one quarter of the respondents had
completed only two years or less of formal education. None
of the respondents had completed more than ninth grade. Al-
though the four respondents who indicated no formal educa-
tion were all over 35 years of age, given the overall youth
of the population, the educational level found was extreme-
ly low.
Q - HAVE YOU EVER ATTENDED A VOCATIONAL SCHOOL, A BUSINESS
SCHOOL, OR SOME OTHER SCHOOL OF THIS KIND? [20
J
TABLE 13
Response Frequency Percentage
Yes 14 25.9
No 40 74.1
n=54 100.0
25.9% of the respondents indicated that they hav°
attended special or vocational schools. The names or
types of schools are indicated in Table 14.
Q - WHAT SCHOOLS? [20A]
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TABLE 14
School or Type of Training Number
Vocational Center for Education and Work 1
Technical School 1
Trade School: Plumbing 1
Trade School: Auto Mechanics 2
Trade School : Electrical Repairs 2
.trade School : Agricultural Machinery 1
Trade School : Wood Finishing 1
Trade School : Carpentry 1
Job Corps 2
n=12
In response to the question "Have you ever attended
a vocational school, a business school, or some other
school of this kind?" nearly three-quarters of the men in-
dicated that they have never received any special educa-
tion or skills training. Table 13 shows the response to
this question and Table 14 indicates the schools or type
of training received by the farmworkers. The question
"What schools?" was left as an open response and the an-
swers were later clustered into the groups shown in Table
14. Two-thirds of the training received was of the trade
school type. If these men have been trained to be plum-
bers, carpenters, electricians, auto mechanics, and so
forth, they are presently underemployed. This may be in-
dicative of the relative strength of the economic forces
S3
which lead these men to accept farm labor despite the grow-
ing reluctance of youth to enter into farmworking, a low
status job. The low priority of farmwork is emphasized by
the fact that 83.4% of the population have worked other
jobs before becoming farmworkers (see Table 15). This
would seem to indicate that, minimally, 25.9% of the popu-
lation interviewed is underemployed.
b. Work Experience
A series of questions was devised to determine
the employment background of the population interviewed.
Q - HAVE YOU EVER DONE WORK OTHER THAN FARMWORK? [30]
TABLE 15
Response Frequency Percentage
Yes 45 83.4
No 9 16.6
n=54 100.0
Q - WHAT KIND OF WORK? [ 30 A
j
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TABLE 16
j
Type of Work Frequency
|
Factory Work 17
Construction Work 12
|
Carpentry 6
Vendor 2
S
Plumbing 1
Sheetmetal Work 1
|
Sugar Refinery Work 1
Steel Factory Work 1
Department Store Work 1
Leather Worker 1
Book Distributor 1
j
Restaurant Work 1
tZT n=45
In response to the question "Have you ever done
work other than farmwork?" only one out of six, or 16.6% of
the men interviewed indicate they have never worked in jobs
other than farmwork. Table 15 shows that 83.4% of the men
interviewed have held other types of jobs before they took
jobs as farmworkers. This indicates the transitory nature
of much of the available employment on the Island, espec-
ially when the relative youth of the population is con-
sidered. The fact that the population is very young, and
the fact that a large proportion of the population has
worked other jobs first, hints at both the difficulty of
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finding and keeping jobs, and the relatively low status of
farm work. The population tended to take other jobs when
they could, and to accept farmwork when they had to.
Table 18 shows the kinds of previous employment
experiences of the men interviewed. Of the 45 men who said
they have held jobs other than farmwork, 39 indicated that
they have held jobs in the areas of factory work or construc-
tion work. Nearly two thirds, or 64.5% of the entire popu-
lation interviewed, have held jobs in these two areas.
44% of the men who have worked jobs other than
farmwork have worked in the general area of construction
work, (see Table 16), and 38% of the entire population indi-
cated they would be interested in training in construction
related skills (see Table 38).
This high interest in construction skills may
be the result of several factors operant on the Island of
Puerto Rico. First, traditionally, a large proportion of
the Island population build their own homes. 35.2% of the
men interviewed claimed to own their own homes despite the
fact that the population interviewed was relatively young
and relatively poor. (See Table 31.) Because of the serni-
t ropica.l climate of the Island, home construction is much
simpler with no need for basements, heavy insulation, or
precise and her-proof construction.
T a 16 also shows that 19 of the men inter-
viewed or 42
. of the men who held jobs other than farm
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jobs held jobs in factories or plants. The fact that these
men are now working agricultural jobs, which have a lower
social status and/or paycheck on the Island indicates that
factory jobs have become less plentiful.
This can be partially explained by the general
economic recession existing during the time these interviews
were conducted in the spring and fall of 1975, and partially
explained by the circumstances which brought a large number
oi factories to the Island of Puerto Rico in the first
place
.
The Economic Development Administration, or
Fomento, conceived "Operation Bootstrap", an industriali-
zation program begun in 1950. Under government sponsor-
ship, "Operation Bootstrap" encouraged foreign investment
through an integrated program of tax incentives and peri-
pheral support, such as technical assistance, loans, per-
sonnel training programs, and financial subsidies. In ad-
dition, resource support, such as the construction of roads,
sewage plants and utilities was undertaken on an Islandwide
scale. Industry was encouraged to settle on the Island and
to take advantage of the lower wage scale by offering, in
some cases, tax-free operation for a period of from ten to
seventeen years. The expectation was that after the tax-
free period had expired, the industry would stay to become
a permanent part of the Island's economy.
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The number of new factories in
operation as a result of Operationbootstrap grew from 548 in 1957-1958
i? 1964-1965, and then jumpeddramatically to 1,674 in 1967-1968
wnen heavy capital investments werebeginning to establish a foothold inthe Puerto Rican economy. ^0
During this period, the government of Puerto
Rico engaged in a large scale program of construction of
roads, sewage systems, and utility systems as well as
other ancillary systems to encourage industrialization in
what had been rural areas
:
For firms locating in areas away from
metropolitan San Juan in particular,
other government incentives included
payment of 'the costs of training su-
pervisory personnel, salaries of su-
pervisory personnel while training
production workers, payment of build-
ing rent
,
payment of mortgages on
building purchases, payment of freight
on machinery and equipment from point
of origin to plant site, and costs of
certain additional facilities needed
to carry on the operation - such as
power stations, transformers, elec-
trical installations, machinery and
equipment installation and other re-
levant costs. '51
Much of the labor force for these construction
projects was locally recruited. Work, other than farmwork,
Morris Morley, "Dependence and Development in Puerto
Rico" in Adalberto Lopez and James Petras (eds.), Puer-
to_Rico and Puerto Ricans
.
New York: Schenkman Publish
-
ing Company, John Wiley & Sons, 1974, p.226.
51_
,
.
,Ibid.
. pp. 224-225.
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was made available to the local population who acquired new
skills and new employment interests. To work in construc-
tion, or in the factories which followed, became more so-
cially and financially desi re able than farmwork.
M«,ny industries utilized the local resources and
tax advantages offered by "Operation Bootstrap" but began
to move out as the tax advantages expired, as tariffs re-
duced the profitability of extra-continental locations, and
as tiie general economic recession became more pronounced.
As these industries moved out or tightened up their employ-
ment practices, the men who had been employed in industry
have been forced to seek work in other areas, in many cases
by a return to farmwork.
The effects of this diminishing source of employ-
ment were accelerate a by the international economic reces-
sion which was affecting the economy during the period when
these interviews were collected.
These economic factors may partially explain what
was observed during the interviews: farmworkers with a high
interest in training for construction related skills, and a
large number of the farmworkers who were either under-em-
ployed or possessed skills which were not being utilized.
4 . Puerto Rican Background
A series of questions was devised to determine the
nationality, the birthplace, and the present residence of
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the men who were interviewed.
Q - ARE YOU A PUERTO RICAN? [pre-interview]
« - WERE YOU BORN IN PUERTO RICO, OR ON THE U.S. MAINLAND,
OR IN A FOREIGN COUNTRY? ,[lj
Q - HAVE YOU EVER LIVED IN PUERTO RICO? [5]
This study was concerned solely with the Puerto
Rican migrant farmworker. Although the interviewers found
Chicanes, Blacks, El Salvadorians, Polish, out of state
youth - both black and white, and one Spaniard on the vari-
ous camps visited, only Puerto Rican migrants were inter-
viewed. 100% of those interviewed called themselves Puerto
Ricans (n-54), were born in Puerto Rico (n=54) and have
lived in Puerto Rico (n=54).
Q - DO YOU HAVE YOUR HOME IN PUERTO RICO NOW? [6]
TABLE 17
Response Frequency Percentage
Yes 43 82.7
No 9 17.3
n=52 100.0
__I
Nearly five out of six, or 82.7% of the men inter-
viewed, indicated that Puerto Rico is their home. Only
17.3% of the men interviewed on the camps live on the main-
land and stay at the camps during the growing season.
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Despite the fact that 90% of the men interviewed are not
working under a Puerto Rican Department of Labor contract
(see Table 27) these men still traveled to and from the
Island of Puerto Rico specifically to work the cranberry
bogs, nurseries and tobacco, fields of Massachusetts and the
Connecticut Valley.
S. Farmwork Background
A senes of questions was devised to determine the
extent of the previous farm experience of the population in-
terviewed. The men were asked if they lived on a farm and
if they farmed their land. They were asked if their father
owned a farm or worked his land. The men were also ques-
tioned about the number of times they have migrated to the
mainland to do farmwork and whether or not their fathers had
been migrant farmworkers.
In general, it was found that more than one third
of the men lived on farms, but only a little more than half
of those who live on farms actually farm their land. Never-
theless, most of the men have worked on farms in Puerto Rico.
Most of the men have only worked as migrants on the
mainland three times or less and most of the men have
worked in areas other than farmwork.
A large proportion of the population are the sons of
farmworkers, more than 40% of the population are the sons of
Sligrant farmworkers, and nearly one third of the population
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are the sons of men who owned farms in Puerto Rico
Q - IS YOUR HOME A FARM? [27]
TABLE 18
Response Frequency Percentage
Yes 8 14.8
Yes
,
a Government
Parcela 12 22.2
No 34 63.0
n-54 100.0
More than one third, or 37% of the men interviewed,
live on farms or government parcelas and consider their
homes to be farms. Government parcelas are small packages
of about 300 square meters of land given to families in per.
petuity on which individuals may build a home and farm the
land. 22.2% of the men interviewed lived on such parcelas.
Nearly half, or 46.5% of the men who have their homes in
Puerto Rico now, live on farms or government granted par-
celas. (See Table 17 and Table 18.) These figures sug-
gest that more than half of the population interviewed do
not consider their homes in Puerto Rico to be farms.
Q - DO YOU FARM YOUR LAND? [27A]
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TABLE 19
Response Frequency Percentage
Yes 11 52.4
No 10 47.6
n=21 100.0
52.4% or more than half- the men who claim to live on
farms, actually farm the land they live on in Puerto Rico.
One respondent does not consider his home a farm but does
do farmwork where he lives. Of the entire population inter-
viewed, only one fifth, or 20.3% of the men are actively en-
gaged m farmwork on their own land although 58.5% of the
population interviewed has engaged in farmwork in Puerto
Rico (see Table 22). This suggests that farmwork, for
this population, is employment rather than avocation.
Q - HOW MANY TIMES HAVE YOU DONE FARMWORK ON THE
UNITED STATES MAINLAND? [7]
TABLE 20
Number of Times Frequency
1 Percentage |
Cumulative
1 Percentage
1
1
12 24
!
24
1 2
|
9 18
i 42
3
| 8 16
1
58
4
1
4 8 66
5 4 8 74
6 1 2 76
7 2 4 80
8 3 6 86
10 1 2 88
14 2 4 92
15 1 i 2 94
21 i 1 2 96
24 1 2 98
30 1 2 100
. .
n=50
; 100
j
TABLE 21
Although the range of responses to the question
How many times have you done farmwork on the United Stats
mainland?” varies from one year to thirty years, the most
frequent response given was one time. This would seem to
be consistent with the fact that more than half of this
population is twenty one or younger and the most frequent
response to the question of age was nineteen years. (See
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Table 2.) In addition, 83.4% of the population interviewed
has worked in areas other than farmwork
.
(See Table 15.)
58% of the men were doing farmwork on the United
States mainland for the third time or less and nearly one
quarter, 24% of the men, had only done farmwork on the Uni-
ted States mainland one time. Nearly three quarters of the
men interviewed, 74% of the population interviewed, have
done .i armwork on the mainland five times or less. The fre-
quency of responses steadily diminishes for the first six
years, which covers 70% of the population, while the remain-
ing 24/o are spread out between seven and thirty return trips
to the mainland farm camps.
Q - HAVE YOU EVER DONE FARMWOKK IN PUERTO RICO? [81
TABLE 22
Response Frequency Percentage
Yes 31 53.5
No 22 41 .
5
n=53 100.0
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Q - FOR HOW MANY YEARS? [9]
TABLE 23
Response Frequency Percentage Cumulative Percentage
1 4 14 13 14.3
2 5
j
17.9 32.1
3 2 7.1 39.3
5 1 3.6 42.9
6 2 7.1 50.0
J
8 3 10.7 60.7
10 1 3.6 64.
3
13 2 7.1 71.4
15 1 3.6 75.0
10 2 7.1 82.1
20 1 3.6 85.7
25 1 3.6 89.
30 1 3.6 92.9
50 ; 2 7.1 100.0
n=28
-
100.0 i
TABLE 24
Number Mean Median Mode S.D.
j
28 11. 393 6.500 2 13. 329
j
58.5% of xhe men interviewed have done f armwork in
Puerto Rico. However, since only 37% of the population
clairas to live on a farm (see Table 19), this indicates a
population who are employed on the Island as farmworkers
rather than a population of farmers who migrate during the
off season to augment their income.
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In response to the question, "How many years? (have
you done farmwork in Puerto Rico)”,' 50% of the population
have done farmwork for six years or more. This is in spite
oi the fact that 50% of the population is only twenty one
years of age or younger. (See Table 2.) Table 23 and Table
24 show that the number of years of farmwork in Puerto Rico
range from one year all the way to fifty years with the most
frequent response being two years.
Q - DID YOUR FATHER EVER DO FARMWORK IN PUERTO RICO? [10]
Q - DID YOUR FATHER EVER DO FARMWORK ON THE U.S.
MAINLAND? [11]
Q DID YOUR FATHER EVER OWN A FARM IN PUERTO RICO [12]
TABLE 25
In Puerto Rico In U.S. Father own Farm
Response Freq Percent Freq Percent Freq Percent
Yes 38 71.7 22 41.5 16 30.2
No 12 22.6 30 56.6 37 69.8
Don't Know 3 5.7 1 1.9 — —
n=53 100.0 n=53 100.0 n=53 100.0
i
The questions examined in Table 25 were designed to
elicit information about the farmworker background of the
respondents' fathers. It was found that more than seven
out of ten, 71.7% of the men who were interviewed, are the
sons of farmworkers and that 41.5% of the men who were
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interviewed were the sons oi migrant farmworkers who had
worked on the United States mainland. 30.2% of the popnla-
tion, nearly one third of the men interviewed, were the sons
of men who owned farms in Puerto Rico.
® Recruiting Information
A series of questions was devised to determine how
the farmworker was recruited by the farmer, whether or not
the farmworker was working under a contract, and whether he
traveled to the mainland in a group.
In general, the largest group of men claim they
came to the camps on their own while a substantial portion
claim to have been recruited directly by the farmer who em-
ploys them. Most of the men are not working under Puerto
Rican Department of Labor contracts, yet most of the men
traveled to the camps with a group of workers. 55.5% of the
population traveled with acquaintances and 22.2% of the pop-
ulation traveled with relatives.
Q - DID YOU GET YOUR TICKET TO THE UNITED STATES MAINLAND
ERQM, OR WERE RECRUITED BY A RELATIVE, THE PUERTO
RICAN DEPARTMENT OE LABOR, THE COMPANY FOR WHICH YOU
ARE NOW WORKING, THE FARMER, A PERSON WHO WORKS FOR
THE FARMER AND WHO TRAVELED WITH YOU, OR ON YOUR
OWN? [36]
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TABLE 26
Response Freq Percentage
A Relative
The Puerto Rican Department of Labor
3 5.6
7 13.9
The Company
9 16.7
The Farmer
14 25.9
The Farmer's Recruiter 1 1 9
On Your Own 20 37.0
n=54 100.0
Table 26 shows that 25.9% of the men, or more than
one quarter of the population interviewed, were recruited
directly by the farmers who employed them. 44.5% of the
men were recruited by the company, the farmer, or the far-
mer's recruiter. 37% of the men claimed to have arrived
here "on their own."
Only 13.9% of the men claimed to have been recruited
by the Puerto Rican Department of Labor. This is of partic-
ular interest since the Puerto Rican Department of Labor is
the only organization empowered to recruit and contract for
migrant farm labor on the Island, and, indeed, it is illegal
for any other individual or group to recruit farmworkers on
the Island. If we accept that 37% of this population did,
indeed, get their tickets "on their own" and add in the
13.9% who were recruited by the Puerto Rican Department of
Labor, this still leaves nearly half the men, or 49.1% of
he population, who were not recruited through "legal" or
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government sponsored channel. In genera!, since more than
eight out of ten of the men interviewed live presently on
the Island, (see Table 17), most of the men Interviewed
should have been recruited by the Puerto Bican Department of
Labor and should be working under contracts negotiated
through the Puerto Rican Department of Labor. Only 7 of the
men, or 13.9% of the population interviewed, claimed to be
working under contract and only 5 men, or 9.4% of this pop-
ulation, claimed to be working under Puerto Rican Department
of Labor Contracts. (See Table 27.)
Q - ARE YOU WORKING UNDER A PUERTO RICAN DEPARTMENT
OF LABOR CONTRACT? [ 15 ]
TABLE 27
Response Frequency Percentage
Yes 5 9.4
No 48 90.6
n=53 100.0
Q - HOW MANY WEEKS IS YOUR CONTRACT FOR? [16]
TABLE 28
Response Frequency
16 weeks 1
24 weeks 5
26 weeks 1
n=7
100
Table 27 shows that more than 90% of the men inter-
viewed were not working under Puerto Rican Department of
Labor contracts.
Two of the seven respondents who indicated they had
contracts may have signed contracts with the farmer or the
company who employed them outside of the Puerto Rican De-
partment of Labor contract process. In addition, they may
have worked at the same camp for the previous season and
made arrangements with the farmer to return.
Two other factors influenced both the number of con-
tract workers shown in Table 27 and the size of the groups
the men traveled with shown in Table 30. First, because of
economic conditions and because of incipient labor and union
disputes, the Shade Tobacco Growers Association, the largest
regional employer of Puerto Rican Migrant farmworkers, did
not bring in its usual complement of more than four thousand
men from the Island. Most of those men would have been sit-
uated on the larger camps but it was found that the larger
camps were filled with white youth, with some Chicanes and
with southern Black workers. In addition, the two major
periods of interviewing fell at the beginning and at the end
of the growing season, before and after the peak number of
migrants were living on the camps.
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Q - WHEN YOU CAME TO THE CAMP TO WORK, DID YOU COME
WITH A GROUP OF WORKERS? [28]
TABLE 29
Response Frequency Percentage
Yes 34 63.0
No 20 37.0
i —
n=54 100.0
Q - HOW MANY MEN WERE IN THE GROUP? [28A]
Q - HOW MANY OF THE MEN WERE YOU ACQUAINTED WITH? [2 SB]
Q - HOW MANY OF THE MEN WERE YOUR RELATIVES? [28C]
TABLE 30
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Table 29 shows that 63% of the «, Interviewed came
Puerto Rico to work the mainland camps with a group of
farmworkers. This is despite the fact that less than 10% of
the men were traveling under Puerto Rican Department of La-
bor work contracts, (see Table 27), and 37% of the men
claimed to have gotten their tickets "on their own" (see
Table 26).
Table 30 shows that, although the number of men in
these travel groups ranged up to greater than 100 men, more
than three quarters, or 76.5% of the men who came with a
group came in groups of four men or less.
More than half of the men who came to the mainland
group, 55. 9,n of this population, were acquainted with
two or fewer of the group they traveled with. More than
one third of the men who traveled with a group, 35.3% of
this group, traveled with one or more relatives.
7 • Other Background Information
Miscellaneous demographic questions such as the
residential situation, the religious affiliation, and vet-
eran status of the population are presented in this section.
Q - DO YOU OWN YOUR OWN HOME OR DO YOU RENT, OR DO
YOU LIVE WITH YOUR PARENTS? [26]
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TABLE 31
Response Frequency Percentage
Own 19 35.2
Rent
8 14.8
Live with Parents 25 46.3
Other
2 3.7
n=54 100.0
As might be expected in such a relatively young pop.
ulatxon, nearly half the men, or 46.3% of the population,
live with their parents. The fact that a large number of
those interviewed are still living with the parental family
is reflected by the fact that 64.8% of this population has
never been married (see Table 4), and by the fact that 55.65
of this population claims that other people, other than de-
pendent children, depend on them for support (see Table 8).
Of those who do not live with their parents, 35.2%
of the population own the home they live in and 14.6% of
the population rent the houses they live in.
The percentage of this population who own their own
homes is rather large, considering the relative youth and
Poverty of the men interviewed. This is partially explained
by the government "parcela" land distribution in which small
Packets of land are granted to families in perpetuity in or-
der that; they might build homes and farm the land. Home
construction is relatively easy in the semi-tropical climate
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of the Island with less need for cellars, insulation, and
weather-tight construction.
A heavy family influence can be perceived in the
fact that 85.4% of the population either lives with their
parents or own their own homes. Only 14.6% of this popula-
tion rent the homes they live in.
Q ~ WHAT IS YOUR RELIGION? [35]
TABLE 32
Response Frequency Percentage
Catholic 45 83. 3
Protestant 2 3.7
Pentecostal 1 1.9
Other 1 1.9
None 5 9.3
n=54 100.0
—— !
The overwhelming majority, 90.8% of the respondents
who have a religious affiliation, are Catholic. Less than
10% of the population responded that they had no religious
affiliation
.
Q - ARE YOU A VETERAN OF THE ARMED SERVICES? [13J
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TABLE 33
Response Frequency Percentage
Yes 2 3.8
No 51 96.2
n-53 100.0
Almost none of the men interviewed are veterans or
eligible for veterans training or benefits. Only 2 men, or
3.8% of the population, are veterans. Both of these men
are over 46 years of age and would have been veterans of
the Korean War.
^ * Attitudes Toward Education and Training
One of the primary objectives of this study was to de-
termine some basic attitudes of the Puerto Rican migrant
farmworkers interviewed toward education and training.
The purpose was to determine if this population was in-
terested in training for non-agricultural employment, or if
this population preferred to continue to work at farming.
Information was also sought on migrant attitudes toward
adult education and migrant preferences for various types
of training.
A series of questions was designed to determine atti-
tudes of Puerto Rican migrant farmworkers toward education
and training. The population was questioned about their
satisfaction with farmwork, about their self-perceived
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ability to be trained, and about their attitudes toward edu-
cation and toward adult education.
In addition, the men were asked if they would consider
attending training programs, if they would attend such pro-
grams with financial support, and what kind of training they
would choose.
In general, it was found that nearly 80% of the men would
rather do work other than farmwork, more than 90% of the men
think that they could be trained for other work, more than
90% of the men had positive attitudes toward education in
general and adult education in particular, and about 90% of
the men would consider attending a training program. Money
seems to be less of an incentive than opportunity for ad-
vancement. Although most of the men indicated they would
choose vocational training, nearly one fifth of the men ex-
pressed interest in basic education, literacy, or English.
Q - WOULD YOU PREFER TO WORK AS A FARMWORKER OR
IN SOMETHING ELSE? [29]
TABLE 34
Response Frequency Percentage
As A Farmworker 12 22.2
In Something Else 39 72.2
No Difference 3 5.6
n=34 100.0
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Only a few more than one out of five, or 22.2% of the men
interviewed, prefer to work as farmworkers. More than three
quarters of the population would rather not do farmwork, or
feel that it makes no difference.
Q - DO YOU THINK YOU COULD BE TRAINED FOR A JOB
OTHER THAN FARMWORKER? [14]
TABLE 35
Response Frequency Percentage
Yes 49 92.5
No 2 3.8
Don
' t Know 2 3.8
n=53 100.0
.
More than nine °ut of ten, or 92.5% of the men inter-
viewed, felt that they could be trained to do some other
kind of work rather than farmwork.
Q - PuEAbE TELL ME IF YOU AGREE OR DISAGREE WITH
THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS
:
A. MOST EDUCATION PROGRAMS FOR ADULTS ARE A
WASTE OF TIME.
B. ADULTS WHO GO BACK TO SCHOOL VtT ILL PROBABLY
BE ABLE TO GET BETTER JOBS.
C. SCHOOL IS FOR YOUNG PEOPLE; A MAN SHOULD WORK.
D. ONE REASON WHY MANY FARMWORKERS DO NOT GET FURTHER
AHEAD IS BECAUSE THEY DO NOT HAVE ENOUGH SCHOOLING.
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TABLE 30
Agree Disagree Totals
(A) Frequency 9 42 n=51
Percentage 17.6 82.4 100.0
(B) Frequency 50 2 n=52
Percentage 96.2 3.8 100.0
(C) Frequency 11 41 U---52
Percentage 21.2 78.8 100.0
(D) Frequency 46 6 n=52
Percentage 88.5 11.5 100.0
Despite, or perhaps because of, the low level of educa-
tion of the population interviewed (see Table 11 and Table
12) more than nine out of ten of the men indicated positive
tti.udes toward education. Table 36 shows that 96.2% of
the men agreed that education leads to better employment and
83.5% of the men agreed that lack of education was one rea-
son why farmworkers were not further ahead. This may be
Partially explained by the Puerto Rican tradition of high
esteem and deference toward educated people and partially
explained by the fact that this population is excluded from
many jobs by a lack of education.
In particular, much of the economy of Puerto Rico has
moved away from labor-intense industries, such as agri-
business and toward capital-intense industries, such as oil
ef ineries
. Skilled staff are "imported" to administer
these facilities, and consequently, the ability to speak
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EngUSh ^— * criteria tor the more de_Sireabie jobs available to the local population.
Table 36 also shows that 21
. 2* of the me„ lntervlewed
consioered education fore appropriate for youth and 17 6%01 “* °0nSlderCd
— education to be a waste of «meHowever, of the 14 men, or 25 9% of the^O.y/o O population, who
ave attended vocational schools or business schools (see
Table 13) only one thinhs that adult education is a waste
of time.
TABLE 36A
Men who attended Special School ^
Agree Disagree No Response
Most educational
Programs for adults
are a waste of time
1 11 2
Q - WOULD YOU CONSIDER ATTENDING A VOCATIONAL
TRAINING PROGRAM OR SCHOOL? [19]
<3 - WOULD YOU CONSIDER ATTENDING A VOCATIONAL TRAININGprogha« or school if you were paid enough mo“SUPPORT YOU WHILE YOU WENT TO SCHOOL? [21J
TABLE 37
Yes No Maybe Don
’ t Know Totals
Attend School
(No Pay)
Frequency 48 5 1 0 n=54
Percentage 88.9 9. 3 1.9 0.0 100.0
Attend School
(With Pay)
Frequency 50 1 0 3 n=54
Percentage 92.6 1.9
|
0.0 5.6 100.0
Table 37 shows that nine out of ten of the men inter-
viewed would consider vocational training for themselves.
88.9% of the men said they would consider training before
any mention of support was made and 92.6% of the men said
they would consider training if they could receive financial
support. Only 2 men, or 3.7% of the population, switched to
a positive response to this question when the incentive of
financial support was suggested. When the incentive of sup-
port was suggested, there was only a single negative response
Opportunity, more than money, seems to be the major in-
centive toward further training of this population. When
Table 37 is taken into consideration with the dissatisfac-
tion with farmwork shown in Table 34, the positive self-im-
age shown in Table 35, and the positive attitudes toward ed-
ucation shown m Table 36, it becomes obvious that most of
the men interviewed would consider taking advantage of a
Ill
good skill development program.
Q - IF YOU DECIDED TO GO TO A TRAINING PROGRAM OR SCHOOL,
WHAT KIND OF TRAINING OR SCHOOL WOULD YOU CHOOSE? [21A]
TABLE 38
Response
. . ....
Frequency Percentage
Auto Mechanics
I
18 36.0
Carpentry
! 6 ! 12.0
Electricity 6 12.0
Basic Education 5 10.0
English 3 6.0
Heavy Machinery Operator 3 6.0
Machinist 2 4.0
Literacy 1 2.0
Vocational Training 1 2.0
Welding 1 2.0
Sheetmetal 1 2.0
Radio and TV Repair l
;
2.0
Wood Finishing l 2.0
Construction l 2.0
1 n=50
J
100.0
More than one third, 36%, of the men who would accept
training indicate they would choose training as automobile
mechanics. This disproportional interest is indicative both
of the youth of the population and the strength of the auto-
mobile as a status symbol on the Island. In addition, many
independent drivers or publicos earn their living by driving
people around the Island for hire. This is viewed, on the
Island, as a small business, run by an individual, on his
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own time, and with no overseers.
Nearly one quarter, or 24% of the men, indicated they
would choose training as carpenters or electricians and 18%
of the responders expressed interest in basic education,
literacy, or English.
D. Attitudes Toward Migration
One of the primary goals of this study was to determine
some basic attitudes of the Puerto Rican migrant farmworkers
interviewed toward migration.
The first objective of this section was to establish
the Island-mainland preferences of this group in terms of
both residential choices and employment choices.
The second objective of this section was to examine the
stated reasons for migration as directly offered by the men
in response to an open-ended question at the beginning of
the interview process.
The third objective of this section was to examine ad-
ditional reasons for migration as determined by a series of
direct questions with forced responses.
1
. Island-Mainland Preferences
In order to examine the strength of the forces in-
volved in the decision to seasonally migrate to the United
States mainland for work, it was first necessary to examine
the migrant preferences for living and working between the
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United States mainland and the Island of Puerto Rico.
A series of questions was designed to ascertain
where the population interviewed preferred to work and where
they preferred to live. In addition, the population was
asked where they thought the farmworker was "better off" and
whether or not they would be willing to migrate permanently
to the mainland if permanent employment were available.
In general, it was found that most of the men would
prefer to live on the Island and would prefer to work on the
Island despite the fact that nearly half the men thought the
farmworker was "better off" on the mainland.
More than two thirds of the men would be willing to
migrate permanently, despite their island preferences, if
secure employment were available. Less than 20% of the men
stated that they would not migrate permanently to the main-
land, even with a secure job.
Q - (A) IF YOU COULD CHOOSE, WOULD YOU PREFER TO WORK
ON THE ISLAM) OR ON THE U.S. MAINLAND? [22]
Q - (B) IF YOU COULD BE SURE OF A JOB, WOULD YOU PREFER TO
LIVE ON THE ISLAND OR ON THE U.S. MAINLAND? [23]
Q - (C) DO YOU THINK THAT THE MIGRANT FARMWORKER IS BETTER
OFF ON THE ISLAND, OR ON THE U.S. MAINLAND, OR
THAT THERE ISN'T ANY DIFFERENCE? [24]
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TABLE 39
Approximately six out of ten of the men interviewed
would prefer to live and to work on the Island of Puerto Rico
rather than on the United States mainland. Table 39 shows
that 59.3% of all the men interviewed would prefer to live on
the Island.
Despite this preference to live and work on the
Island, nearly half of the men, or 48.1% of the population
interviewed, thought that the farmworker was better off on
the mainland than on the Island. This response may simply
be due to toe fact that these men actually found employment
on the mainland. Since unemployment and economic factors
were the major stated reasons for migration (see Table 41)
this response is not surprising.
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Q - WOULD YOU STAY ON THE U.S. MAINLAND THE YEAR ROUND
IF YOU COULD GET A PERMANENT JOB?
TABLE 40
Response Frequency Percentage
Yes 36 67.9
No 10 18.9
Maybe 5 9.5
Don ' t Know 2 3.7
-
n=53 100.0
Despit© the fact that 61.1% of the' men interviewed
would prefer to live on the Island (see Table 39), more than
two thirds, or 67.9% of the migrants interviewed, indicated
they would be willing to migrate permanently to the United
States mainland if they could be assured of a permanent job.
This further reinforces the relative strength, of the econom-
ic ,i. actors involved in the decision to migrate. Less than
one fifth of the men, only 18.9% of the population inter-
viewed, stated that they would not migrate to the mainland
permanently, even with a secure job.
2
. Stated Reasons for Migration
Since examination of the farmworker's reasons for
migration was considered to be an important part of this
study, the men were asked directly, very early in the inter-
view, and before any other references to migration were in-
troduced, why they migrated to the mainland to do farmwork.
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The responses to this open-ended question were later grouped
into the responses found in Table 41.
In general, the open responses elicited by this ques-
tion were overwhelmingly economic in nature. Often the re-
sponse was the single word "dinero", i.e. "money". The men
migrated to work on farms on the mainland because there was
no work in Puerto Rico for the men or because the men felt
they could make more money on the mainland.
Q - COULD YOU TELL ME SOME REASONS WHY YOU DECIDED TO
COME HERE TO DO FARMWORK THIS YEAR? [3]
TABLE 41
Frequency Percentage
No work in Puerto Rico 26 48.0
Could make more money in U.S. 13 24 .
0
To make money to help parents 4 7.4
To make money to get married 3 5.6
To get away from the city 3 5.6
To do farmwork when there is no
farmwork in Puerto Rico 2 3.7
lo make money to build a house i 1.9
A chance to do something different i 1.9
: ° visit the U.S. with Spanish-
speaking people
-
i 1.9
n=54 100.0
l able 41 shows that less than one out of ten, or 9.4%
of the men interviewed, offered reasons for migration which
were not directly related to economic factors. 90.6% of the
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men interviewed cited. reasons which were directly economic in
nature
.
51.7% of the men cited either "no work in Puerto Rico
or "no farmwork in Puerto Rico" as reasons for migrating to
the mainland to work. 38.9% of the men cited money as a di-
rect reason for migration. Nine of ten men cited unemploy-
ment or the need for money or better wages as their reason
for migrating, while the remaining 9.4% cite various reasons
such as the need to get away from the city, the desire to do
something different, and the wish to visit the mainland.
^ AAj-i.t ional Reasons for Migration
At a mid-point in the interview, after the population
had been asked to directly state their reasons for migration,
a series of questions concerning reasons for migration which
elicited forced responses from the men was introduced.
The purposes of this series of questions were, first,
to check the forced responses against the original responses
to the open-ended question, and second, to determine the rel-
ative strength of some of the secondary reasons for migration.
In general, it was found that, as with the open ques-
tions, the primary motivation for migration was economic mo-
tivation. Important secondary reasons for migration, such
as "to see more of the world", and "to learn English" were
quantified. It was found that peer influence, "my friends
were coming", was not an important primary or secondary rea-
son for migration.
Q *
'
M G0ING TO READ YOU SOME REASONS
SJnS ™f°
R C0MING HERE T0 CO FARMWORK.EACH ONE IS A REASON WHY YOU CAME HEREA REASON WHY YOU CAME HERE
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THAT PEOPLE HAVE
PLEASE TELL ME IF
OR IF IT WAS NOT
TABLE 42
These "reasons lor migration" were presented to the
men interviewed as closed questions in a random manner. (See
Appendix B, Questionnaire, Question #25.) Each man inter-
viewed was read a series of "reasons lor migration" and asked
eaOi were a reason or not a reason in their decision to
com© to til© xoainland. For* ~
• r the PurP°se of reporting, these
"reasons for migration- are presented in tabular form with
the most frequently chosen reasons displayed in descending
order
.
The two reasons lor migration with the highest posi-
tive response were directly related to economic factors.
88.9% of the men interviewed gave as a reason lor migration
the search lor better jobs and for better wages than they
could obtain in Puerto Rico.
Reason #3
,
"to see more of the world" is clearly an
important secondary reason for migration. Although only one
men 0ave a similar primary response (see Table 41),
43 men, or 79.6% of the population, agreed that this was a
reason for migration.
Reason #4, "to learn Engiish", Is another important
secondary reason lor migration. None of the men gave this
as a primary reason for migration, yet more than three quar-
ters of the men, 75.9% of the population interviewed, con-
sidered this a reason for migration. As the economic in-
vestment in Puerto Rico shifts from labor-intense to capital
intense industry, more of the management personnel are
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mainland and English-speaking people. The need to speak Eng
lish is becoming a criteria ior the more desireable and high-
er paying jobs.
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the Prospect of confrontingbng J.„sh speaking supervisors and instruc-tors dampens the ambitions of the few whomight otherwise qualify 52
Reason #5, reason #7, and reason £8 were all direct
economic reasons for migration cited at above the 50% response
level. 74.1% of the population gave reason #5, "to make
money to help parents", as a reason for migration. This
might be expected from a population in which the median age
is 21, 84.8% have never been married, 46.3% live with their
parents, and 55.6% claim dependents other than their own
children
.
Reason #7, "a way to do farmwork when not doing farm-
work in Puerto Rico", and reason #8, "no work for me in
u„rto Rico
,
are related to both seasonal and general unem-
ployment in Puerto Rico. 68.5% of the men and 69.2% of the
LaRuffa, Anthony L.
,
San Cipriano
:
Community
, Gordon 8s Breach Science
Life in a Puerto Rican.
Publishers, 1972, p . 23
.
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men respectively, cited these unemployment factors as reasons
for migration. The importance of unemployment as a factor
in the decision to migrate is verified by the fact that 45%
of the population gave, as a primary response, lack of work
as a reason for migration (see Table 41).
Season #6, "a chance to do something different", which
was only cited once as a primary response (see Table 41) was
given as a secondary reason for migration by 70.4% of the
population interviewed. This might, in part, be due to such
factors as unemployment
,
lack of opportunities for real ad-
vancement in the employment available, and family pressures.
The normal pressures of youth are accentuated in an environ-
ment with high responsibilities and low opportunities. The
temporary nature of much of the available employment is also
indicated by the fact that 83.4% of the population interviewed
have worked jobs other than farmwork in a wide variety of
work. (See Table 15 and Table 16.)
Reason #9, "need to work more to get social securi-
ty", was included on the interview instrument as a possible
secondary reasons why some of the older men might migrate.
The surprising results show that, in a population in which
only 10% of the men are over the age of 50 (see Table 2),
two thirds of the men, 66.7% of the population, cited this
response as a reason for migrating. Unless this question
was misunderstood in some way, no explanation for this re-
sult can be offered.
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Reasons #10, #11, and #13 involved farmwork as a means
for getting to the United States mainland. 63% of the men
said they ' were considering moving to the mainland and wanted
to see what it was like" and 61.1% wanted to visit the main-
land "with a group of Spanish people." Less than 2% of the
population gave this as a primary response, but more than 60%
gave this as a secondary response. 44.4% of the men thought
that migration as a farmworker would provide them with a way
"to visit friends and family on the mainland."
Reasons #12, #14, #17 and #18 were specific economic
goals. All were cited at below the 50% level but approxi-
mately one third of the men agreed that these were secondary
reasons. 48.1% wanted "to make money to go to school." This
is an interesting secondary reason in that half of this popu-
lation did not finish 5 years of schooling and none of this
population graduated from high school (see Table 11 and
Table 12).
44.4% of the men wanted money "to start a business",
29.6% of the men wanted money to "buy a farm in Puerto Rico"
and 29.6% of the men wanted money to "buy a car."
Reasons #15 and #16 are family related reasons for
migration
. 35.2% of the men claimed to need "some time away
from my family" while 33.3% of the men cited, as a reason for
migration, the fact that "ray father was a farmworker." This
would be in agreement with the data which shows that 41.5% of
the population interviewed claimed that their fathers have
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done farmwork on the United States mainland (see Table 25.)
Reason r.-19, 'because iny friends were coining" was, by
far, the least cited reason for migration. Only 13% of the
men saxd that this was even a secondary reason for migration
to the mainland.
D. Attitudes Toward Migrant Organizations
A goal of this study was to determine some basic attitudes
of the Puerto Rican migrant farmworkers interviewed toward
migrant organizations.
The first objective of this section was to establish
which migrant organizations were familiar to the men inter-
viewed and how the men had heard about these organizations.
The second objective of this section was to determine how7
much assistance had been given to the men interviewed by
these organizations.
The third objective of this section was to examine the
perceived needs of the migrants interviewed and to find out
what services the migrants desired from migrant organizations.
1 . Recognition of Migrant Organizations
A series of questions was designed to determine which
migrant organizations the workers were familiar with and how
the workers found out about these organizations.
In general, about 80% of the men did know7 of migrant
organizations, primarily the New England Farmworkers Council
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(NEFWC)
,
because of their visits on the camp site.
Q - DO YOU KNOW THE NAMES OF ANY GROUPS, ORGANIZATIONS OR
AGENCIES WHICH HELP THE PUERTO RICAN MIGRANT FARM-
WORKERS? [37]
TABLE 43
Response Frequency Percentage
Yes 33 61.1
\
No 21 38.9
m=54 100.0
Q - (IF YES) WHICH ONES? [37A]
TABLE 44
Frequency Percentage
New England Farmworkers Council 30
|
91.0
Department of Labor, Boston 1
:
3.0
Religious Organizations i
1
3.0
Don't Remember 1 3.0
n=33 100.0
About six out of ten, or 61.1% of the men knew, by
name, organizations to assist Puerto Rican migrant farmwork-
ers. By far, the best known organization was the New England
Farmworkers Council (NEFWC). 55.5% of the entire population
interviewed, or 91% of the population who knew the names of
migrant organizations, knew of NEFWC. One response identi-
fied the Department of Labor, Boston, one response specified
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"a religious organization", and one respondent "didn’t
remember." The rest of the population either did not know
of any organization or identified NEFWC.
Q - HOW DID YOU HEAR ABOUT THEM? [37B]
TABLE 45
Frequency Percentage
Visited the camp 21 67.7
Recreation programs 1 3.2
Delivered newspapers 3 9.9
English classes 1 3.2
Health programs 2 6.4
Department of Labor,
Puerto Rico 1 3.2
Other workers 2 6.4
n=31 100.0
More than two thirds, or 67.7% of the men who knew
of migrant organizations heard about these organizations
through visits to the camps by members of the organizations
involved. Since the only organization named by the men is
the New England Farmworkers Council, this means that the
men found out about this particular organization primarj.1/
because NEFWC staff visited the camp.
In addition, NEFWC has implemented a communications
project which publishes and distributes the newspaper jjI
Espuelazo"
,
also known by the NEFWC symbol "EL GALLO."
This accounted for nearly 10% of the responses to the
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question ''How did you hear about (such organizations)?"
The New England Farmworkers Council also has estab-
lished health programs and English language programs which
account for another nearly 10% of the responses to this
question
.
.therefore, about 90% of the information on migrant
services and organizations received by the farmworker con-
cerns NEFWC projects and was received through NEFWC workers,
organs, or programs. This is despite the fact the formation
of the New England Farmworkers Council was opposed by the
Farm Bureau, by large growers, by the Department of Labor
of Puerto Rico, and by Governor Meskill of Connecticut on
the grounds that it would duplicate services to the migrant
farmworkers
.
2 . Assistance Received from Migrant Organizations
A series of questions was designed to determine
the level of assistance received from organizations by the
farmworkers and to determine the kinds of assistance which
were performed.
In general, of the men who knew of the organizations
to help the migrant farmworker, more than half had received
help from such organizations. The kinds of help received
involved, primarily, health services, transportation ser-
vices, and banking services.
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Q - DID THEY EVER HELP YOU? [37C]
TABLE 46
Response Frequency Percentage
Yes 17
No 15 46.9
n=32
1
ioo.o
!
j
Q - HOW DID THEY HELP YOU? [37D]
TABLE 47
1st
Response
No.
[
2nd
Response
j
No.
Total
No.
;
Response
or
/o
They took me to the
hospital 3 3 14.2
They helped me cash
checks 3 3 14.2
They helped me study
English 3 3 14.2
They took me to the
dentist 1 1 2 9.5
They told me about
coop savings 1 1 2 9.5
They helped me
attend church 1 1 2 9.5
They took me to a
doctor 1 1 4.8
They took me to a
drugstore 1 i 4.8
They helped me
find someone 1 1 4.8
They helped me look
for a .job 1
__
1 4.8
They helped me settle
pay disputes 1 1 4.8
They helped me get
information 1 1 4.8
n=17
|
n=4
;
n=21 100.0
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Of the men who knew of migrant organizations to
help farmworkers, Table 46 shows that more than half, or
53.1% of the men had received help from such organizations.
The responses concerning the kind of help received
are listed in Table 47 and, are a tabulation of the open
responses of the men interviewed. When more than one re-
sponse was offered by the men interviewed, this was also
included.
The major areas in which migrants received assis-
tance from organizations were health related areas, banking
related areas, and transportation.
7 of the responses, or 33.3% of the assistance re-
ceived, was in the area of health and medical care. Mi-
grants were assisted at or taken to hospitals, doctors,
dentists, and drug stores.
5 of the responses, or 23.8% of the assistance re-
ceived, was in the area of banking services. Migrants were
assisted in cashing checks and given both information about
and access to a savings cooperative.
14.2% of the responses involved the study of Eng-
lish, 14.2% of the responses involved helping the migrants
to get information, and, in one case, to help settle a pay
dispute.
Responses in all these areas often involved trans-
portation. 42.8% of the responses involved providing
transportation for the farmworkers to doctors, drug stores,
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and churches.
3. The Need for Migrant Organizations
A series of questions was designed to determine the
migrant farmworkers' perceived organizational needs. Work-
ers were questioned concerning the need for organizations,
the location of such organizations, and the priorities of
such organizations.
In general, more than 90% of the men interviewed
felt there was a need for more organizations to help the
Puerto Rican migrant farmworker. Most of 'the men felt that
organizations were needed both on the Island of Puerto Rico
and on the United States mainland.
The major areas of concern to be addressed by such
organizations were prioritized by the frequency of re-
sponses to an open-ended question. These areas include
health programs, legal assistance, education, alienation
from the community, assistance with problems, unionization,
employment, government interaction, and transportation.
Q - DO YOU THINK THERE OUGHT TO BE MORE ORGANIZATIONS TO
HELP THE PUERTO RICAN MIGRANT FARMWORKER? [48]
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TABLE 48
Response Frequency Percentage
Yes 49 92.5
No 2 3.8
Makes no Difference 0 0
Don
' t Know 2 3.8
11=53 100.0
Q - (IF YES) SHOULD THERE BE MORE ORGANIZATIONS ON THE
ISLAND OR ON THE U.S. MAINLAND, OR ON BOTH? [38A]
TABLE 49
Frequency Percentage
Island 5 10.2
U.S. Mainland 13 26.5
Both 31 63. 3
g=49 100.0
Table 48 shows that the overwhelming majority of
the men interviewed, 92.5% of this population, felt that
there was a need for more organizations to help the Puerto
Rican migrant farmworker. Only 3.8% of the men felt there
was no such need and 3.8% of the men had no opinion on this
question. Most of the men, 63.3% of those who thought there
should be more organizations, felt that such organizations
were needed on both the Island and on the mainland. About
one tenth of the men felt that such organizations should be
concentrated on the Island of Puerto Rico while more than
one quarter of the men felt that such organizations should
be concentrated on the United States mainland.
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Q - WHAT ARE SOME OF THE THINGS ORGANIZATIONS SHOULD DO
FOR FARMWORKERS?
TABLE 50
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Table 50 is - a tabulation of responses to the open-
ended question "What are some of the things organizations
should do for farmworkers?" In 20 cases, there were multi-
ple responses to this question. All responses to this ques-
tion were grouped, identified as primary or secondary re-
sponses, and then listed in a descending order of frequency.
The provision of health programs was the major con-
cern of the population. 18.1% of the responses indicated
that the men thought there should be an organization which
provided a health program. 10 men gave the provision of
a health program as a primary response and 2 men gave this
as a secondary response.
The second and third priorities listed by the men
involved justice and legal aid. 21% of the population
thought organizations should provide farmworkers with some
kind of legal assistance. 10.5% of the men gave, as a
primary response, that organizations should "help farmwork-
ers by providing attorneys." 6% of the men, as a primary
response and 4.5% of the men, as a secondary response,
thought that organizations should "help farmworkers re-
ceive just treatment."
The fourth priority listed by the men involved ed-
ucation. 9.1% of the men felt that there should be organ-
izations to "provide education programs." The interviewers
felt that this response referred to educational programs
as opposed to training programs since only one man offered
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this as a primary response while five men offered this as
a secondary response despite this population's overwhelming
acceptance of training programs. (See Table 37.)
The fifth priority listed by the men involved alien-
ation and segregation from the communities in which the men
worked. 7.5% of the men felt that organizations should
"help farmworkers with cultural programs." 4.5% of the men
offered this as a primary response and 3% of the men offered
this as a secondary response.
The sixth and seventh priorities listed by the men
involved assistance with problems. 6% of the men thought
there should be organizations "to help the farmworkers with
contract problems," and another 4.5% of the men thought
there should be organizations "to help farmworkers with
personal problems."
The next group of priorities listed by the men in-
volved typical union activities. 15% of the men gave re-
sponses in this area of need. 4.5% of the men felt a need
"to help farmworkers organize a union." These were all
primary responses. 4.5% of the men felt there should be
an organization "to provide farmworkers with an orientation
and information program," 3% of the men felt there should
be an organization "to help farmworkers get better housing."
In the case of the farmworker, better housing could, to a
large extent, fall under the general union issue of better
working conditions since the migrant worker is housed "on
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the job" in accomodations provided by the employer.
The next group of priorities listed by the men in-
volved employment and employment opportunities. 10.5% of
the men gave responses in this area of need. 3% of the men
felt there should be organizations "to help farmworkers in
Puerto Rico. " More specifically, 3% of the men felt there
should be organizations "to help farmworkers get a better
job." 1.5% of the men felt there should be organizations
"to help farmworkers get to jobs on the mainland," and 1.5%
of the men felt there should be organizations "to provide
job training programs."
The next area of priority listed by the men in-
volved farmworker interaction with the government. 1.5%
of the population thought there should be organizations "to
help farmworkers to receive the support of the government"
and, more specifically, 1.5% of the population thought
there should be an organization "to help the farmworkers
collect unemployment."
In addition, 1.5% of the population felt there
should be organizations "to help farmworkers with trans-
portation
.
"
Finally, 3% of the population felt there should be
more organizations to help the migrant but they "don't
know" what, specifically such organizations should do.
CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
A. Summary
This study was conducted because there are no studies
of Puerto Rican migrant farmworkers which have directly so-
licited their input concerning what they feel to be import-
ant for upgrading their skills and for assisting them in
seeking alternative employment. There are, and will con-
tinue to be, education and manpower training programs im-
plemented to serve their needs
,
and it will be necessary
for these programs to increase their activities as the op-
portunity for the Puerto Rican migrant farmworker to find
work on the mainland decreases.
The major objectives of this study were to obtain in-
formation from Puerto Rican migrant farmworkers regarding
the following issues: (1) their preferences toward re-
training for jobs other than farmwork, (2) their attitudes
and opinions concerning preferences toward working and/or
living on the Island of Puerto Rico or on the United States
mainland, (3) their reasons for migrating to the United
States mainland including both economic and non-economic
reasons, (4) their self-perceived need for services, and
(5) their familiarity with organizations and agencies that
exist to help them.
B. Finding's and Conclusions
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The Puerto Rican migrant farmworker population is a
young population. Most of the men are single, and, al-
though many have no children,, they have a large number of
other dependent relatives. Although many of the migrants
are the sons of farmworkers, and many have done farmwork
for several years, they are not a population of farmers who
migrate to the mainland to augment their income during the
off season; they are, rather, a group of under-employed men
for whom farmwork represents employment of last resort
rather than avocation.
The most significant findings and conclusions that can
be summarized from the responses of the men interviewed are
1 . A high percentage of the men who migrate from Puer-
to Rico to do farmwork would consider training for
jobs other than farmwork.
2. A high percentage of Puerto Rican migrant farmwork-
ers would consider attending a vocational training
or skills development program.
3. The highest preference for training for young mi-
grants would be auto mechanics.
4. A second important area of interest for training
would be the construction trades, i.e., training
that would lead to working as an electrician or as
a carpenter.
5. A high percentage of Puerto Rican migrant farmwork-
ers, although poorly educated in the formal sense,
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have skills or previous training that indicates
that they are under-employed.
6. The men who migrate as farmworkers have positive
attitudes toward education in general and toward
adult education in particular.
7
' Altho“^ nahey seems to be less of an incentive than
opportunity for the migrants who would consider a
training program, a stipend would be required to
assist the migrants in supporting their many de-
pendents
.
8. Few of the migrants are veterans, therefore, veter-
an’s benefits would not be a significant source of
support for Puerto Rican migrants in training pro-
grams
.
9. A basic education program or an English language
training program, not integrated into a skill de-
velopment program, would have only minimal appeal
to the Puerto Rican farmworkers population.
"10 * Most of the men would prefer to live on the Island
and would prefer to work on the Island, despite the
fact that nearly half of the men interviewed thought
that the farmworker was "better off" on the main-
land
.
11. Regardless of the fact that a high percentage of
the men interviewed consider Puerto Rico to be
their home, have strong family ties on the Island,
and have a large number of dependents, more than
two-thirds of the men would consider migrating per-
manently if secure employment were available.
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13
.
14
.
15
.
16
.
17
.
18.
Economic factors, unemployment and low wages on the
stand, are the major reasons that Puerto Rican men
migrate as farmworkers.
notable secondary reason that the migrant farm-
workers come to the mainland can be attributed to
a sense of adventure, i.e., a desire to do some-
thing different or to experience new things.
Although more than one-third of the men inter-
viewed were the sons of migrant farmworkers, and
more than one-half of the men traveled with com-
panions, and more than one-fifth of the men traveled
with relatives, they did not make their decision to
come to the mainland based upon peer or family in-
fluences.
Organizations that serve Puerto Rican migrant farm-
workers ought to operate on both the Island and on
the mainland.
There should be more organizations to help migrant
farmworkers on the Island.
Organizations that serve Puerto Rican migrant
farmworkers ought to provide, first, legal assis-
tance (including assistance with their work con-
tracts and their working conditions, and assistance
with their gaining and enjoying their full civil
rights), second, organizations should provide
health programs, and, as a third priority, organ-
izations ought to provide training and skill de-
velopment programs
.
More than one-half of the men interviewed identi-
fied the New England Farmworkers Council as an
agency that helps farmworkers.
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19. Only one migrant
ment of Labor as
workers
.
identified the Puerto Rican Depart-
an organization that helps farm-
20. None of the men interviewed identified A.T.A. as
an organization that, helps farmworkers.
21. The most effective way of being identified as an
agency or an organization that helps farmworkers
is to visit the camps and to communicate with the
migrants on a regular basis as N.E.F.ff.c. does withits newspaper
.
Recommendations
The following recommendations are based upon the find-
mgs and conclusions of this study.
1
.
ern to those responsible
migrant farmwork^
:
for
a. Agencies that provide services to Puerto Rican
migrant farmworkers should first attempt to pro
vide legal assistance.
b. As a second priority, agencies ought to attempt
to provide Puerto Rican farmworkers access to
health services on the mainland.
c. To be more effective, training and education
programs for Puerto Rican farmworkers should be
offered on the Island of Puerto Rico, not on
the mainland.
d. Training programs should provide the option for
the men to train as auto mechanics and in the
construction trades.
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e. Intake procedures for training programs should
carefully assess the skills that the farmworker
may already possess before recommending a train-
ing program. Many of the migrants are job ready
and only need assistance in finding a job.
f. Training should not necessitate learning English,
and the skills taught should be applicable to thejob market in Puerto Rico.
g. Training should be provided on a full-time basis
m a stipended program rather than on a part-time
basis after the men have finished a work day.
h. Programs should not attempt to settle migrants
on the mainland unless a permanent job is the
first priority of the program.
i. Agencies that provide services to Puerto Rican
migrants should provide them with a news service,
should facilitate communication between camps,
ana should assist the migrants in breaking down
the isolation that they experience on the main-
land.
j. Agencies that serve Puerto Rican farmworkers on
the mainland should be affiliated with agencies
and programs on the Island.
2
•
^g£2j™£B^gLLl2Ilg__o^_cpncern to those who advocate
for Puerto Rican migrant farmworkers:
a. Advocacy groups should direct their resources
toward seeing that the migrants get their legal
rights. The most important services that can be
provided to Puerto Rican migrant farmworkers
from their point of view is first, individual
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legal assistance concerning the injustices they
routinely experience, and second, collective
legal services.
b. Advocacy groups should direct their resources to-
ward seeing that Puerto Rican migrant farmworkers
have access to health services when they are
working on the mainland.
c. Advocacy groups should pressure the Federal Gov-
ernment and governmental agencies on the Island
to establish manpower training and adult educa-
tion programs for farmworkers on the Island.
d. Advocacy groups should assist agencies that
serve Puerto Rican migrants in cutting through
the political and bureaucratic barriers that
prevent I siand/ main land coordination of services.
e. It appears to the author that the priority needs
identified by the migrants are for the types of
protection and services that are most often pro-
vided by labor unions, hence, advocacy groups
should aid migrants in developing the mechanisms
for collectively bargaining with their employers.
3 . Recommendat ions for future research on the Puerto
Rican migrant farmworker:
a. A thorough researching of the Puerto Rican De-
partment of Labor's records on contract workers
should be conducted and published.
b. A detailed history of the Puerto Rican migrant
farmworker which includes a review of original
sources on the Island should be written and
published
.
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c. An action research project which interviews Puer-
to Rican farmworkers, both contract and non-con-
tract, living on camps on the mainland with a
follow-up study of their situation back on the
Island should be conducted and published.
d. Research should be conducted to determine if
.shifts in the annual number of non— contract
versus contract workers is related to the success
or failure of the Puerto Rican Department of La-
bor in exercising its power to negotiate contracts
with mainland growers. The findings of such a
research project would have a significant im-
pact on the future options available to Puerto
Rican migrant farmworkers.
e. Evaluations should be conducted concerning the
success of existing publicly funded projects
serving Puerto Rican migrant farmworkers. These
evaluations should include both retrospective
studies and longitudinal studies,
4 • Recommendations of concern to rese archers who plan
to interview migrant farmworkers
:
a. Researchers who plan to interview Puerto Rican
migrant farmworkers should anticipate the time
it takes to find migrant camps. Even when the
address of a camp is known, finding it may be
difficult. Most camps are hidden from the view
of main roads and are difficult to locate. The
assistance of service agencies or local advo-
cates who visit migrant camps will greatly fa-
cilitate locating the camps.
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b. Interviewers should visit the camps in advance
of conducting interviews. If the interviewers
visit the camps in advance, informally make the
acquaintance of the men, and establish a specific
time and day when they will return to conduct in-
terviews, they will be more successful at getting
the men's cooperation and consent.
c. Interviewers should attempt to identify and im-
press the camp leader (s). The leader on a camp,
whether formally designated by the grower or in-
formally designated by the men, can facilitate
or stop the interview process. Some camp lead-
ers can provide access to several camps in an
area
.
d. Interviewers should not attempt to interview
when there are other visitors on a camp. The
least success at completing interview’s experi-
enced by the interviewers for this study was
when there were visitors on a camp when the in-
terview team arrived.
e. Researchers who plan to interview migrants on
camps should to the extent possible plan to
interview on Sundays. If the men have any free
Lime it will most often be on Sundays. Inter-
viewing for this study was most successful when
interviews were conducted on Sunday afternoons.
POSTSCRIPT
In the course of researching the situation of the
Puerto Rican migrant farmworker in New England, and in the
course of living in and working with the Puerto Rican commun-
ity prior to this study, much valuable information, know-
ledge, and experience was accumulated. Much of what was
learned did not fit easily into the relatively rigid format
of a dissertation study and yet offered some insights toward
a better understanding of the men, the background, and the
situation examined in the text of this study. Therefore, it
was the consensus of the dissertation committee that an ad-
dendum to the study be included in the work in order that a
more narrative account of aspects of the Puerto Rican migrant
farmworker might be recorded.
1975 was the first year in decades in which thousands
of Puerto Rican migrant farmworkers were not imported to the
Connecticut Valley to grow and harvest the wrapper-quality
shade- tobacco grown along the Connecticut River Valley.
For years, the Shade Tobacco Growers Association hired
thousands of farmworkers from Puerto Rico and had them flown
from the Island to the farms in Connecticut and Massachu-
setts. In 1975 the Association did not reach a contract
agreement with the Puerto Rican Department of Labor, which
acts as negotiator for the farmworkers. Therefore, no farm-
workers were imported from the Island.
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By examining some of the factors which led up to the
Association's decision not to import farm labor for 1975, a
picture of the conditions of this employment and some of the
forces brought to bear upon this farmworker population will
emerge. It is the opinion of the author that this decision
not to import farm labor from Puerto Rico marked a turning
point in the use of Puerto Rican farm labor on the mainland
and that this decision will have its effect on both the
Island and on the mainland.
For years, the Division of Migration of the Puerto
Rican Department of Labor managed the migration of farmwork-
ers to the mainland. The function of this Division was to
oversee the general conditions of employment, to negotiate
a standard labor contract for the workers with the various
farmers, growers, and associations, to recruit labor on the
Island, and to protect the interests of the individual farm-
worker. This Division was formed by the legislature in re-
sponse to flagrant abuses of the farmworkers by the growers
on the mainland and by recruiters on the Island. Living-
conditions on the mainland camps were often sub-standard,
unsanitary, and unlicensed, and the worker was often cheated,
tricked, or hustled out of his less-than-minimum wages.
On the Island, recruiters overcharged workers for finding
them jobs which often turned out to be non-existent or
vastly different from those described. Conditions on the
mainland were seldom as described to the recruit on the
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Island. Real wages were always less than promised, and,
workers were even transported to the mainland at their own
expense and then abandoned by the recruiters with no jobs,
no winter clothes, and no way home. The real conditions of
isolation, backbreaking and dangerous work, poor food, and
incredible living arrangements were never described to the
migrant
.
In order to ameliorate some of these abuses, the Mi-
gration Division was established in the late forties. Its
mandate was to set standards for housing and food, to nego-
tiate wages, working conditions, and transportation, and to
monitor the entire procedure, interceding on behalf of the
farmworker when necessary. However, as a government agency,
the Migration Division was soon subsumed and utilized for
Other agendas of the Puerto Rican government.
One of the major problems facing the government of
Puerto Rico in the early fifties was the problem of rising
unemployment in conjunction with a rapidly growing popula-
tion. The rate of population growth was particularly rapid
in the ranks of the poor and the uneducated who provided the
bulk of the migrant labor force. The Governor of Puerto
Rico chose to attack this problem from two directions.
Through the Department of Health, an Islandwide program of
birth control was promulgated and through the Department of
Labor, including the Migration Division, migration of Puerto
Rican men was facilitated. The Migration Division attempted
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to facilitate the movement of farmworkers to the mainland
by tightly controlling the various aspects of this migra-
tion, including recruitment, contract negotiations, job
allocations, and transportation. At one time, the Migration
Division maintained an office in the San Juan Airport and
seized the tickets of the men who were suspected of being
non-contract workers. This practice was eventually discon-
tinued when the constitutionality of depriving an American
citizen of his right to travel freely within the United
States was questioned.
Although the Migration Division of the Department of
Labor of Puerto Rico was created in response to flagrant
abuses of migrant farmworkers, and although there was some
improvement for the farmworker in such areas as recruitment,
the establishment of minimum wages, and an improvement in
health benefits, eventually, the government agenda to fa-
cilitate migration allied the Migration Division with cer-
tain interests of the growers. The establishment and main-
tenance of a predictable and tractable supply of labor and
th^ eif icient utilization of that resource became of para-
mount importance. The growers were able to procure their
labor at minimum rates through an established network and
the Puerto Rican government was able to export thousands of
unemployed men for an extended period of time. These men
were not on Island unemployment roles for that time, they
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sent money back to the Island, the, did not consume Island
resources, and the, did not add to the rising birth rate
The management of this resource became more important to the
Migration Division than the rights or the interests of the
individual farmworker.
With the establishment of the Office for Economic
Opportunity, there was an attendant rise in advocacy for
various groups and minorities. The Office for Economic Op-
portunity programs differed from previous government pro-
grams in both scope and direction. It declared a moral and
relatively well-funded "war on poverty" and, unlike most
government projects, was issued a "mandate of change." To
some extent, the "system" was opened to issues and to groups
who had previously had to expend their time, their funds,
and their energies advocating changes rather than effecting
them.
In those areas where issues had already been identi-
fied and publicized and where groups and leadership had al-
ready been established, progress, plans, and programs to
utilize new government funds rapidly appeared. This did
not happen with the Puerto Rican migrant farmworker, even
though this group supplied in excess of fifty thousand men
a year to harvest crops from Florida to the New England
States. There are a number of reasons why such leadership
did not appear, why a group identity did not emerge, and
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why agency support did not proliferate. These reasons are
grounded in the ambiguous legal status of the citizens and
government of Puerto Rico, in language and cultural differ-
ences which were exploited in .the interests of the dominant
culture, and in the isolation of the group inherent in the
structure of agricultural labor camp systems.
The issues of the migrant farmworker, long exluded
from the ranks of organized labor in America, were co-opted
by Chicano
,
or Mexican-American groups. Although this group
seasonally migrated to perform agricultural work and were a
Spanish-speaking population, they differed significantly
from the Puerto Rican migrant farmworker. First of all.
there were many more Chicano farmworkers than there were
Puerto Rican farmworkers. Secondly, the Chicano worked
through the west, the southwest, and the central states,
a much larger geographical area of the mainland; this large
area was contiguous with their places of residence, and was
a more open area with a history which already included and
incorporated aspects of Spanish culture and language. The
Puerto Rican farmworker, ins/tead of migrating through an
area starting from their homes, migrated to a specific camp,
from an Island home, by airplane. Upon their arrival on the
mainland, they were escorted from the airport to camps which
were located in rural pockets along the eastern seaboard,
isolated from both the surrounding communities and from
their homes. In addition, the Chicano farmworkers traveled
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with their entire failles. This meant that family needs
and services were required from a broader community base.
The needs of an entirely male population of Puerto Bican mi-
grant workers were more efficiently met In a semi-military
manner which also was conducive to both isolation and control.
Thus, due to a preponderance in numbers, a difference in mi-
gratory style, a closer contact with the communities tempor-
arily inhabited and less highly structured travel and living
accomodations, the well-publicized Chicane movement was able
to gain agency control of most O.E.O. funds allocated to the
migrant farmworker. The Puerto Rican migrant farmworker
was a low-priority subgroup of farmworkers. There were
other agencies within O.E.O. designed to aid the Puerto Ri-
can population but these agencies were primarily designed
to generate programs among the urban Puerto Ricans who ^vere
also considered migrants by many state bureaucrats. To the
urban Puerto Rican population the farmworker was, again, a
low priority subgroup. The difference in social setting,
community awareness, and sheer numbers made the problems of
the Puerto Rican farmworker shrink to a low priority.
A lack of organization on the Island and a lack of
communication between the isolated mainland camps, indeed
the nature of the system of recruitment, transportation and
accomodation of the Puerto Rican migrant farmworker, helped
keep this group both leaderless and undefined. Since this
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was to the advantage. of both the growers and the government
of Puerto Rico
, little was done to institute change. When
legislation was enacted and funds became available
to improve the situation of the Puerto Rican migrant farm-
workers, no groups immediately emerged to direct the dispos-
al of these funds, to identify the needs of these men, or to
formulate plans for services. Consequently, funds to aid
Puerto Rican migrant farmworkers were channeled into exist-
ing state agencies such as the New Jersey Office of Economic
Opportunity and, in Massachusetts, the Commonwealth Service
Corps under the State Department of Community Affairs. For
the most part, these state agencies were not equipped to
understand the particular needs of these men nor to serve
them when those needs disrupted the orderly flow of business-
as-usual within the agricultural community. In effect, the
state agencies designated to serve the needs of the migrant
population were allied with other sister state agencies des-
ignated to serve other powerful interests such as the agri-
business community. The O.E.O., using federal rather than
state funds, attempted to dismantle this "sweetheart” situa-
tion by encouraging federally funded state employees to put
together an advisory group which was to become an advisory
board including farmworkers. These advisory boards even-
tually were to become, with O.E.O. supported training, pol-
icy boards with non-profit, corporate status, i.e., boards
of directors of non-profit organizations. O.E.O. would
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then de-fund the state agency and channel money to new non-
profit organizations
. In this way O.E.O. funds moved from
state bureaucracies to independent, non-profit corporations.
As this process unfolded, the farmworker gained some influ-
ence over the direction of services available to him on the
mainland.
On the Island, the Migration Division within the gov-
ernment of Puerto Rico operated with dual and often conflict-
ing mandates, i.e., the mandate to serve and protect the mi-
grant farmworkers and the mandate to serve the larger econ-
omic needs of the Island of Puerto Rico. They functioned
to oversee and facilitate the orderly flow of labor to main-
land agribusiness interests. Thus the situation of the
farmworker on the Island within the government bureaucracy
was S lar to their situation with state agencies on the
mainl Instead of conflicting sister agencies within a
state, the Puerto Rican government maintained a single state
agency with conflicting mandates. The result in both cases
was the attempt to maintain the status quo.
The routine function of all these agencies became
the facilitation of the uninterrupted flow of Puerto Rico's
excess labor. Only in a few exceptional or extreme situa-
tions were the advocacy functions of these agencies util-
ized. In fact, the government of Puerto Rico was so ada-
mant about maintaining control of the entire process of
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supplying migrant farmworker labor that for year: it vehement
ly resisted any attempts to place O.E.O. farmworker agencies
on the Island and refused any O.E.O. migrant funds. In ad-
dition, the Migration Division attempted to hinder both the
formation and the operation. of such groups on the mainland.
In doing this, they found themselves in alliance with main-
land agribusiness interests and with mainland state agencies
who, for a variety of reasons, were opposed to the O.E.O. ’s
"mandate of change."
One of the few legal channels left to the farmworker
to improve his situation was the move toward unionization.
A group of union and religious leaders began visibly work-
ing toward this end in 1969. Organizations such as C.A.M.P.
and M.E.T.A. were created to formulate plans and strategies,
to identify resources and leadership, and to disseminate in-
formation. Their maturation, sophistication and areas of
focus, in many ways, paralleled the evolution of O.E.O.
sponsored agencies on the mainland. In 1972, when M.E.T.A.
began its direct contact with migrants on the mainland, the
differences between the agencies' efforts and the unioniza-
tion efforts were emphasized, but, by 1S73 it became obvi-
ous to both groups that the most significant advances by
either group would be achieved through litigation and class
action law suits.
By this time, President Nixon was in the process of
dismantling O.E.O. and its agencies. As the agencies
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responded to crisis pressures from both federal and state
sources, they became less effective. However, M.E.T.A., not
subject to these restrictive forces, had progressed to the
Point where they were prepared to incorporate a union of
farmworkers and to pursue the legal rights of that union and
its members through the federal courts. It was at this crit-
ical point that an attorney who had directed the legal com-
ponent of the N.E.F.W.C. resigned from that agency and be-
came the attorney for M.E.T.A. and later the newly incorpor-
ated union of farmworkers, A.T.A. Class action suits were
brought on behalf of M ETA and a t a . . ,A.T.A. which significantly
affected the relationships between the Puerto Rican govern-
ment, the large growers, and the migrant farmworkers.
During 1974 union sponsored legal activities in
Connecticut, Massachusetts, New Jersey, and on the Island
of Puerto Rico were having their effect. A great deal of
publicity was generated which placed pressure on the Puerto
Rican government to take a stronger stance in their negoti-
ations for a labor contract with the large growers
. The
growers were also faced with the costs of maintaining huge
legal defense efforts a: :! the debilitating effects of con-
sistently negative pub] ty attendant to their legal in-
volvement. In addition the nation, at this time, was in
the midst of a severe economic recession. Because of the
costs, the pressures, the negative publicity, and the avail-
ability of unemployed local labor, no contract to import
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uerto Rican ..arm labor was signed by large growers for 1975
The implications and the effects of this failure to
reach contract agreement in 1975 will impact Puerto Rican
society far beyond the obvious loss of seasonal income for
thousands of families. Many men, out of choice or out of
desperation, will continue to come to the mainland as farm-
workers but without contracts. However, many thousands will
stay home. Without the active recruitment and placement ac-
tivities of
(
the Migration Division, many younger men will
never migrate as farmworkers. These men will not be sending
money home, but will, instead, add to the continually rising
rate of unemployment, will add to the principle problem of
Puerto Rico's rising birth rate, will consume rather than
augment the Island's resources, and will require a larger
investment of social and educational services. In addition,
the percentage of this group who have always "settled out"
on the mainland and gathered their families to them will
remain on the Island.
If this situation is left unattended, the economic
problems and social unrest inherent to this group could
generate severe problems for the Puerto Rican government.
The annual migration of thousands of otherwise un-
employed young farmworkers has been a control mechanism for
which the Puerto Rican government has few options
. For
years the government has discouraged intervention with its
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farmworker program. It has fought hard to cloak ft., activi-
ties and to cover up its abuses because of the sensitivity
and importance of this group. The government must continue
to move thousands of young, unempioyed and untrained poten-
txal fathers from the Island.
Since the faiiure of contract negotiations by the De-
partment of Labor, alternatives must be devised. What op-
tio-ns are available to the Puerto Rio.ni ca government? It can
do nothing and watch this o-rmin - -pgroup of young and disenfranchised
men become aggressively political. This conld tend to force
the government toward socialism and independence. It could
take an active stand to receive increased federal aid in
conjunction with moves toward statehood. It could acknow-
ledge the depopulation agenda of the Migration Division and
foster settlement on the mainland. However, this scheme
involves a multitude of political problems, both on the
mainland where the migrants would settle and on the Island
where national pride is a political issue.
However the Puerto Bican government chooses to handle
the closing of this safety valve, there will be significant
ramifications which will extend throughout the fabric of
Puerto Bican society and will help to determine the future
of Island-mainland political and economic relationships.
APPENDIX a
SUMMARY OF MIGRANT FARMWORKERS STATISTICS
number of contract agricultural workers
referred to united states mainland SINCE 1948
1948
.
1949 4,906
1950 ... . 4,598
1951 7,598
1952 ... 11,747
1953
.
.
• •
.
. . 12,277
1954
.
. .
14,930
1955
.
. .
•
.
.
. . 10,637
1956
. .
10,876
1957 14,969
1958
.
.
13,214
1959
. .
13,067
1960
. .
• • 10,012
1961
. .
.
. 12,986
1962
. .
13,765
1963
. .
13,526
1964
. .
13,116
1965
. .
' 14,628
1966
. .
’ 17,385
1967
. .
19,537
1968
. .
. 21,654
1969
. .
22,902
1970
.
21,864
1971
.
••... 18,884
1972
. .
14,119
1973
.
11,900
1974
.
14,641
1975
. .
' 12,760
5,639
NUMBER
OF
CONTRACT
AGKE
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PUERTO RICAN MIGRANT FARMWORKER SURVEY
Frank Llamas
School of Education
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, Massachusetts
INTRODUCTION TO WORKER:
Good afternoon. I'm from the University
We're interested in finding out about some of the ideas of the Puerto Rican
men who come here to work.
First, I would like to know, are you a Puerto Rican?
Yes...( Skip to next page) . .
.
[ J
No (End interview) [ ]
/
8
INTRODUCTION TO INTERVIEW
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We're interested in finding out how men who come here to do fatmwork
feel about some important aspects that affect their work. First, we would
like to know:
1.
Were you born in Puerto Rico, or on the U.S. mainland, or in a
foreign country?
Puerto Rico [ ]
U.S. mainland... [ ]
Foreign country.
]
(name of state or country)
2. How old are you?
[ 1
3. Could you tell me some reasons why you decided to come here to do
farmwork this year?
4.
What was the 'last grade you completed in school?
j
(number 1 to 16)
L
9
L_ L
10 3
L_L
12 3
lA J
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Have you ever lived in Puerto Rico?.
6. Do you have your home in Puerto Rico now?
7. How many times have you done farmwork on the U.S. mainland? [
8. Have you ever done farmwork in Puerto Rico?,
9. [ IF YES to Question #8 ask:] For how many years:
10. Did your father ever do farmwork in Puerto Rico?.
11. Did your father ever do farmwork on the U.S. mainland'
12. Did your father ever own a farm in Puerto Rico?
13. Are you a veteran of the armed services?
M I
J
tl
14. Do you think you could be trained for a job other than farmwork?
15. Are you working under a Puerto Rican Department of Labor contract?..
16. [ IF YES to Question #15 ask:] How many weeks is your contract:
for?. [ 3 I
t -s;
/
16
L_
17
/_ /
18 1
/_
20
L.L
21 2
L_
23
/_
24
/_
25
/_
26
/_
27
/
28
/
_ L
29 3
17. Please tell me if you agree or if you disagree with the
following statements:
17A, Most eduoation programs for adults are a waste of time.
17C. School is for young people; a man should work.
17D. One reason why many farmworkers do not get further ahead
is because they do not have enough schooling
18. Would you stay on the U.S. mainland the year round if you could
get a permanent job? Ye s. [ ]
No [ ]
Maybe [ ]
Don’t kn w [ ]
17B. Adults who go back to school will probably be able to get
better jobs
31
32
/
33
/_
34
/_
35
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l<)
.
Would you consider attending a vocational training program or school?
Yes [ ]
No, . [ ]
Maybe [ ]
Don ' t know . [ ]
20. Have you ever attended a vocational school, a business school, or
some other special school of this kind?
Yes. • • f 3
No. ... [ 3
[IF YES ask:] 20A. What schools?
21. Would you consider attending a vocational training program or school
if you were paid enough money to support you while you went to school?
Yes. .... [ 3
No [ 3
Maybe [ 3
Don' t know [ 3
[ IF YES ask:] 21A. If you decided to go to a training program or
school, what kind of training or school would
you choose?
Island
Mainland
0
o
r:
CL)
u
0
>44
a
o
£
o
a
~c
o
a
If you could 'choose, would you prefer to work on the Island
or on the U.S. mainland?
If you could be sure of a job, would you prefer to live on
the Island 07* on the U.S. mainland?
Do you think that the migrant farmworker is better off on
the Island, or on the U.S. mainland, or that there isn't
inu w j. m going no reaa you some reasons that people have
given for coming here to do farmwork. Please tell me if
each one was a reason why you came here or if it was not
a reason why you came here. A Reason
hot
A
Reason
a. Because many of my friends were coming
b. Because I wanted to make money to help my parents T . . t ,
c. Because I thought I could make more money on the
U.S. mainland
d. Because there was no work for me in Puerto Rico..,.
e. Because it gave me a chance to do something different
f. Because I was considering moving to the mainland and
I wanted to see for myself what it was like
g. Because it was a way to visit my friends and family
on the mainland
—
h. Because it was a way to get money to buy a car
i. Because it was a way for me to see more of the world
j . Because I needed some time away from my family. ................
k. Because I thought I could get a better job on the
U.S. mainland than in Puerto Rico. .
1. Because it gave me a chance to visit the U.S. mainland while
living with a group of Spanish people like myself...,,
m. Because it is a way for me to do farmwork when I am not
doing farmwork in Puerto Rico.
n. Because I wanted to make some money to buy myself a
farm in Puerto Rico.
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Do you own your own home. or do you rent, or do you live with
your parents?
Own
, i ] /
Rent [ ] 65
Live with parents [ ]
Other
. . . . [ ]
Other
:
Is your home a farm?
Yes. . [ ] /
Yes, a government parcela.... I ] 66
No ...
. I ]
[ IF YES ask:] 27A. Do you farm your land?
Yes. [ ] /
No ... . . . [ ] 67
When you came to the camp to work, did -you come with a group
of workers?
Yes [ ] /
No
.[ ] 68
[IF YES ask:] 28A. How many men were in the group?
[ 3 / /
69 7
28B. How many of the men were you acquainted with?
I 3 / /
71 7
28C . How many of the men were your relatives?
I 3 /
73
Would you prefer to work as a farmworker or in something else?
As a farmworker [ 3 /
In something else [ ] 74
No difference . . . [ 1J
Don ' t know 3
Have you ever done work other than farmwork?
' Yes . . . 1 3 /
No [ 3 75
[IF YES ask:] 30A. What kind of work? / /
76 :
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31 . Are you:
32. How many children do you have?
[ IF NONE : Skip to Question #34]
Never married [ ]
Common-law-marriage [ ]
Seperated [ ]
Widowed [ J
Divorced [ ]
Married [ ]
[ ]
33. How many of your children depend on you for support?
I ]
34. Are there any other people who depend on you for support?
Yes. [ ]
No
.[ ]
[ IF YES ask:] 34A. How many others depend on you for support?
[ ]
34B. What is their relationship?
/_
78
L_L
79 8
!_L
8 9
/_
10
/_ /
11 1
/ /
13 ]
35. What is your religion? Catholic .....[ ]
Protestant [ ]
Pentecostal. .
. [ ]
Other . [ ]
None .......[ ]
Other
:
36. Did you get your ticket to the U.S. mainland from, or were you
recruited by: A relative..
The Puerto Rican Department
of Labor
The company for which you
are now working
The farmer
A person who works for the
farmer and who
traveled with you....
On your own
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
L ]
[ 3
!_
35
L.
16
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37. Do you know the names of any groups, organizations, or agencies
which help the Puerto Rican migrant farmworkers?
Yes ....[ ] /
No [ ] 17
[ IF YES ask:] 37A. Which ones?
j_
18
37B. How did you hear about them?
/
19
37C. Did they ever help you?
Yes
No.
[ ]
[ ]
L
20
[ IF YE S ask:] 37D. How did they help you?
1 .)
2 .) /_23
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38. Do you think there ought to be more organizations to help the
Puerto Rican migrant farmworkers?
Yes .
No
Makes no difference
Don' t know.
[IF YES ask:] 38A. Should there be more organizations on the
Island or on the U.S. mainland, or on both?
Island [ ] /
U.S. mainland [ ] 26
Both .....[ ]
39. What are some of the things organizations should do for farmworkers?
i-) !_ L
27 2
[ 3 /
[ 3 25
[ 3
[ 3
2 .)
THANK RESPONDENT - END INTERVIEW
I DO NOT WRITE IN THIS SPACE ]
Camp
:
41. Interviewer:
42. Date:
43. Time:
INTERVIEWER COMMENTS:
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Encuesta de Trataj adores de Finca Migrantes
Puertorriquenos
Frank Llamas
School of Education
University of Massachusetts
Amherst j Massachusetts
INTRODUCCI&N A LOS TPABAJADORES
:
Buenas tardes. Yo soy de la
Universidad. Estamos interesados en conocer el pensamiento de los
puertorriquenos quo vienen aqui a trahajar. Primero, me gustaria saher:
£Es Ud. puertorriqueno?
Si ..... (Vaya a la pagina siguiente) .
.Q
Wo (Termino de la entrevista) . . .
.
/
8
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INTRODUCCIQn A LA ENTREVISTA
Estamos interesados en saber como se sienten las hombres que vienen a
trabajar a las fincas, acerca de aspectos importantes que afectan su tra-
bajo. Primero, nos gust aria saber:
1.
iNacio Ud. en Puerto Rico, en los Estados Unidos o en un pais extran-
jero?
Puerto Rico • •
Estados Unidos .........
.q /
Extranjero
.q 9
2.
£Que edad tiene Ud.
?
(nombre del estado o pais)
(anos
)
3.
iPuede Ud. d.ecirme algunas razones por las que decidio venir a trabajar
a las fincas este ano?
L_ l_
10 11
Z_ L_
12 13
4.
iCual fue el ultimo grado escolar que completo en la escuela?
!_
l4 15(nuinero 1 a. 16 )
5.
iRa vivido Ud. alguna vez en Puerto Rico?.
6
.
iMantiene Ud. ahora su hogar en Puerto Rice
7
.
iCuantas veces ha trabajado en fincas en los
Estados Unidos?
. . .
o
r*
I t
8.
£Ha trabajado alguna vez en fincas en Puerto Rico?.
9* (Si la pregunta #8 es afirmativa:) iPor Cuantos anos?
(anos
)
\ l
10.
iTrahajo su padre alguna vez en una finca en Puerto Rico?....
11.
iTrahajo su padre alguna vez en una finca en los
Estados Unidos?.
12.
iFue su padre alguna vez dueno de una finca en Puerto Rico?.
13.
iEs Ud. un veterano del ejercito?.
3.1+
. iCree Ud. que puede ser entrenado para un trabajo distinto
de la agricultura?
15.
iEsta Ud. trabajando bajo un contrato con el Departamento
del Trabajo de Puerto Rico?
16.
(Si la pregunta //15 es afirmativa:) iCuantas semanas
dura su contrato?
(semanas
)
17.
Digame por favor si Ud. esta de acuerdo o en desacuerdo. con
las afirmaciones siguientes
:
j
0
1
o3
in 0
U <L>
0) CD d f-i
vi d CD0
0) O
17A. La mayorxa de los programas de educacion para adultos
son una perdida de tiempo
17B. Los adultos que regresan a la escuela probablemente
van a obtener me j ores empleos
17C. La escuela es para los jovenes; un horibre debe
trabaj ar .
17D. Una de las razones por las cuales muchos trabaj adores
de finca no progresan es porque no tienen sufic iente
escuela (educacion)
18.
iSe quedaria Ud. en los Estados Unidos todo el ano si pudiera
tener un trabajo permanente? ^
£>-- • • * * • *LJ
Wo O
Quizas q
No lo gq
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19- JConsideraria Ud. el asistir a un prograiria de entrenamiento
vocacional o a una escuela?
Si
No
Quizas.
,
No lo se
20 . £Ha asistido Ud. alguna vez a una esuela vocacional, a una escuela
comercial o a otra escuela especializada de este tipo?
(Si afirinativo
:
)
A.
Si......
No. .... .
£Que escuelas?
/_
36
/_
37
/_ L_
38 39
21 . iConsideraria Ud. asistir a un programa de entrenamiento vocacional
o escuela, si se le pagara lo suficiente como para raantenerlo
mientras esta en dicho programa?
(Si afirmativo
:
)
A.
Si. ...
.
No
Quizas
No se.
Si Ud. decidiera asistir a un programa de entre-
namiento o escuela, ique tipo de entrenamiento
o escuela eligiria?
1_
40
L_jL
4i );2
Isla j
Estados
Unidos
1
Ninguna
I
Diferencia \<D
w
O
^5
22. Si uudiera escoger, ipreferiria trala,iar en
la Isla o en los Estados Unidos?
23. Si Ud. tuviera la seguridad de un trabajo, pre-
feria vivir en la Isla o en los Estados Unidos?
2h. 1 Cree Ud. que el trabajador de finca nigrante esta
en mejor situacion en la Isla, en los Estados Unidos
L
h3
l_
hh
L
H5
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25
' TJtvlTl tX ««-. ** personasa las fincas, ligame, por favor
rs z:hr >* - »• -
Porque venian muchos de mis amigos.
E!
.
'°
CD N
g a$p 5-i
Porque queria ganar dinero Para ayudar a mi
Porque pensg que podia ganar mas dinero enlos Estados Unidos .
s padres.
Poique no habia trabajo para mi en Puerto Rico.
Porque me data la oportunidad de hacer algodirerente &
Porque pensaba
y queria -ver por mi
irme a vivir^a los Estados Unidos
mismo como era,
Porque era una manera de visitar a mis amigos
y ramiXiares en los Estados Unidos,
h. Porque era una manera de obtener dinero para
eomprar un carro......
Porque era una manera de conocer parte del mundo.
‘ P
?
rque queria estar separado por un tiempo, de
mi familia
....
k. Porque pense que podria obtener un mej or trabajo
en los Estados Unidos que en Puerto Rico. .....
Porque me daba la oportunidad de visitar los Estados
Unidos mientras vivia con un grupo de hispanos como
yo
m. Porque me permit e trabajar en una finca cuando yo
no trabajo en fincas en Puerto Rico. ......
n. Porque querxa ganar dinero para comprarme una finca
en Puerto Rico
Porque queria ganar dinero para ir a la escuela.
Porqiie queria ganar dinero para comenzar un negoc
q- Porque necesitaba trabajar mas para conseguir los
beneficios del seguro social.....
Porque mi padre era un trabajador de finca.
s. Porque queria aprender ingles.
§ a
\o
rj KJ
•H CD
£ U
26. £Es Ud. duefio
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de su casa, alquila o vive con sus padres?
Bueno
AXquila. ^
Vive con sus padres..... °
Otro.
......
^
D
Otro:
27- &Es su hogar una finea?
S£.
Si, una parcela del gobierno. .5
/ NO l—*
( Si afirmativo
: ) q
A. £Ud. trabaja su tierra?
Si
no. ! n
?8
'
aSrabatdoies.''
1 Ca"P““to “ ^ajar, ivino con on gnipo
Si
.
No(Si afirmativo: )
A. iCuantos I10m.bres venian en el grupo?
B. iCuantos eran conocidos suyos?
C. iCuantos eran parientes suyos?
29 ‘ iPreferir
-fa trabajar Ud. como trabajador agricola o en otra cosa?
Como trabajador agricola
En otra cosa
Ninguna diferencia E?
No sg
'•a
10
' SicSS° “ als“a Tez en °tra c°sa ^ »° =“ 1*
Si....
. No .
‘ ""'D
(Si afirmativo: )
‘
A. iQue tipo de trabajo?
l_
65
JL
66
67
/_
68
L.U
69 70
L L
71 72
JL
73
L.
7h
L
75
/_/_
76 77
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31. Es ua. Soltero
.
Vive con una mujer sin estar casado.
Separado
Viudo .
Divorciado
Casado . , .
•a
•a
•D
•Q
32. iCuantos hijos tiene Ud.?
(numero de ninos)
(oi ninguno: vaya a la pregunta §3b)
33. £Cuantos de sus ninos dependen de Ud. para su mantencion?
(numero
)
34. iHay otras personas que dependan de Ud. para su mantencion?
S2£-
No
. j—
|
(Si afirmativo:)
A. ICuantos dependen?
B. £Cual es su relacion con ellas?
7.8
j_ /_
79 80
/_ /
8 9
!_
10
l_ L
11 12
L_ L
13 Ih
35- iCual es su religion?
Catolico .q
Protestante . . .q
Pentecostal
Otra
Ninguna.
/_
15
(otra religion
)
3o. Obtuvo Ud. su pasaje para venir a los Estados Unidos o fue
reclutaao a tra.ves
:
De un pariente j_
Del Departamento del Trabajo de lo
Puerto Rico q
De la compania para la cual trabaja
ahora. . •••••
Del 'farmer'
De una persona que trabaja para el
'fanner' y que viajo con Ud q
Lo pague yo r-j
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3 s • ^Conoce Ucl* 0 l ti <=> ri a ~
a los trabajadores de finca^aS *“
Sf.
......
.
_
,
No..... a
loi arirmativo
: )
' q
A. iCuales?
/_
17
/_
18
B. AComo oyo de ellas?
L
19
(Si afirmativo
:
)
C. ALe ban ayudado a.ffiuaa vez?
Si
No •Q
D. AComo le ayudaron?
1
.)
/_
20
L L.
21 22
2.)
L L
23 24
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38. iCree Ud. que deben haber mas organizaciones aue ayuden a los traba-
jadores agrfcolas migrantes Puertorriquenos?
s5" D
No o
No hace ninguna diferencia. .
.q
No se q(Si afirmativo:
)
A. iDeben haber mas organizaciones en la Isla 5
en los Estados Unidos o en ambas partes?
Xsla
. q
Estados Unidos... q
Ambas q
39. iCuales son algunas de las cosas que las organizaciones debieran
hacer por los trabaj adores agricolas?
1 .)
2 .)
/_
25
7
26
[_ L
27 21
L L
29 3
1
GRACIAS - FIN DE ENTREVISTA
(NO ESCRIBA EN ESTE ESPACIO)
i*0. Campamento
:
4l. Entrevistador:
h2. Fecha:
U3. Hora:
hk. COMENTARIOS DEL ENTREVISTADOR:
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